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THE YEAR OF DROUGHT

A. Navarro, S.J.

1973 will go down in the history as the Year of Drought. We

all know and have witnessed the sad effects and consequences
that the country had to undergo as the monsoon failed.

The ill effects of the year's drought have been felt both
by man and by bird, r„nd 1 do not think the birds could fare
better. In my rambiings through the forests and the .country-
side, I made it a point to observe the behaviour of the birds
under these strenuous conditions.

We have to bear in mind the fact that birds are higly sensi-

tive to sudden changes in weather; but this was a slow and
lengthy change of circumstance in the case under study. Birds
like human beings have to rely upon their daily nourishment
for their existence; though the birds were wandering about
here* and there in search of food, yet they have a better
chance as they can easily fly to a nearby ground exploring
food supplies. Since the areas affected by the drought were
fairly large, many birds in their quest for food may have met
with total failure, which means sure death.

There are quite a number of animals which can do without
nourishment for long periods, but birds on account of their
fast* metabolism, cannot long subsist without nourishment. It
is well kno\vn that in certain critical circumstance the extrc-
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weather have been responsible for a high bird mortality.
Birds may bo deprived of their nourishment for more than one

reason. Drought may be one of the reasons for lack of food.
At other ti ere may be largo quantities of food available,
but as birds they may not be able to have access to it because
it is cov heavy snowfall; it may also happen that food
may have be n damaged due to disease or insect pest. In like
manner, any form of scarcity for a time, may be responsible for
the heavy tell of birdlife. All my observations have been res-
tricted to those areas which 1 have frequented at all seasons
in previous years.
At the end of the 1972 monsoon season, due to deficiency of

humidity in the soil, the vegetation was fast decaying, and
•slowly a grieved picture was presenting itself. The greenery
faded, bushes and shrubs were fast shedding their half dry
leaves. Large open patches of land and fields were almost
devoid of any greenery. Birds were shifting from place to place
in search of food and shelter. The first birds which must have
felt the effects of the drought must have been the insectivorous
birds, which, I found, were greatly reduced in numbers. These
were the swallows, swifts and martins. In like manner the Fly-
catchers were hard to locate even in the most secluded parts of
the forest. Tickoll's Blue Flycatcher could not be seen until
the middle of Juno. Ihe Small Minivets wore never located any-
where around. A few Rosy Pastors and Greyheaded Mynas could be
seen here and there but only for a very short period.
December and February are the best months around Bombay, Punc-,

biasik, and Belgauoj the weather is well balanced and m -st suit-
ed for bird activities. Ibis is the time when large flocks of
Short-toed Larks and Pipits are seen in open areas or dry fields
on the outskirts of Puno. But this year, the flocks were reduced
to a small number; besides, the birds stayed on for a short
time only. In like manner, all along the Bombay-Pune road, the
Blue Jays wore reduced to a mere sprinkling of specimens seen
at long intervals.

From the beginning of April until the middle of June the bird
population of the areas already mentioned was doprussingly low
and pitiable; the common ground birds; larks, pipits, stone
plovers, quails and chats were rarely seen on their customary
grounds. Most birds had congregated into the forest areas,
mainly along the streams, where here and there a few shallow
pools were still maintained.

The forest vegetation was kept pretty well oven at this time
of the year, except for some patches whore the low vegetation
was almost dried up. and besides the trees and shrubs bearing
wild fruits did not bring forth their annual crop; rather the
crop did not ripen in time to satisfy the hungry birdlife. Ihe
most common trees and bushes in the Khandala region which are
a source of food for wild birds are: the banyan and mango and
the jak, and among bushes carvanda and lantana including several
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varieties 01 wild figs and wild olives. Due to the drought,
most iruits never fully ripened and grew to their standard size.
The figs especially used to harden, remaining attached to the
trunk ^>nd rendering themselves useless for bird consumption.

This scarcity of food must have had a great effect on the
annual cycle ox the birds. From March to May is the pick of
the brooding season for most Indian bids. However, it is a
matter of surprise to observe that a few birds wore seen carry-
ing buildir.j material or food for their young# I still wonder
under those circumstances how many birds failed in their final
goal of rearing off spring. fcxpiacnce tells usthat under normal
conditions at this time of the year there are always children
around the villages displaying and offering for a mere pittance
all sorts of chicks. Indeed this was not the case this year;
this could be further evidence that only a very few birds were
successful in their breeding activities.
Another effect of the drought was the prevalence of a death-

like silence throutjout the forest, though the forest singing
birds were there. The shama, the orioles, and bulbuls and tree
pies including the drongo could be heard but their songs were
brief and soft and at times rather plaintive and far below
their usual high standards. The long, loud duetings of the Green
Barbets never lasted more than forty or fifty seconds.

The noisy hammering of the copperscth was a more low echo of
its high-pitched monotonous calls. The hornbills never went
beyond a couple of cackling noises. The nightjars kept so silent
that for some time I doubted their presence. As I was very keen
in tape-recording their calls, I requested some of my friends
to lend a helping hand; theirreplieS seemed to corroborate my
observations that only after a long interval, a. few calls would
be uttered and these too never lasted more than 20 or 30 seconds
at a stretch. Neither did I see or hear the plaintive calls of
the Green Pigeon, but in the middle of June a few Spotted Doves
were seen at the entrance to the forest.

Four thrushes were breeding in Khandala;. two are permanent
and two are migrant.s; they are the Blackcapped Blackbird and
Tickell|s Thrush. These came as usual by the middle of May and
for a time kept on moving in small flocks and therefore their
movements could be easily observed. At the end of May none of
the migrants could bo seen in Khandala. It is evident that their
disappearance was mainly duo to lack of food.

The permanent residents are. the Whitethroated Ground Thrush
and the Whistling Thrush. Both these thrushes were seen in. their
usual grounds. However, this year I did n?t have the chance and
pleasure of hearing their superb nt\6 elaborated songs - truly,
they are amongst the best songsters in Khandala.

In our garden, by the. middle of May, a few flowers were in
full bloom - thanks to the care taken by the mail . What I
missed wore the Yellowbacked Sunbirds and the Purple Sunbirls.
Year after year, these have come to drink the nectar and at
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ThR e to relievo the flowers of hordes of minute in-

yearns unusual absence of the sunbirds may be a

,n that there being so few wild flowers around,

explored other grounds for their supply of

length.

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE BIRDS OF THE GREAT. RANN OF KUTCH

Ishwar Prakash •

I got an opportunity of visiting the Great Rann «* *"** dur-

tno'bPbst week of November 1972. From Ganohidham to Bhuj,

there knotting spectacular in respect of the bird fauna

wWch ws more or less similar to that occurring in the Raja-

It J ..,,.+ But no snonor our vehicles moved north ut Hnuj,

finrh-1-rks bulbuls. etc.. which arc commonly seen m the

5SS
X
of^asthS^^

qrow of Common Sandgrouse fPterocles exustus) and a tew brey

Jnroo -Jayl »o so. on. ..oh of *. alto, ASS|Blittta*g» .
and a Short-toed Eagle (fauila .rap ax), lne

was strongly felt.

isenco o )eO-Gate rc>
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3ci :: takii lea ally into the Great Rann, I

rcat marshy plain can be divid-

l-inta bw iti.net and typical subhabitats: the rann and the

t« & - tann is i
t saline plain, extending up to the

rizon. In this tat although the soil moisture was
* 5-20 cm yet there were no grasses or trees

-
-. to the h salinity. We did not

any this habitat in the Rann which was dry at

,. a . i .- small* sometimes extending in several
square kil - - , flovated patches, wfrere duo to leaching of

salt by rain water, grass growth was very good. In some of the

bets natural tree growth was also observed but in most of them

the trees appeared to have been planted, Iho bets were found t )

be excellent habitat fjr the'Gor'bils. Moriones hurrignao . Tatora

jndic

a

and Gerbillus gioodowi . A fair abundance of these rodents

was noticed.
We traversed the Great Rann in the northwest and northeastern

directions and up to the northern border whore it gradually
merges into the sand dunes of the lhar desert. During our first
traverse, we saw a Kestrel hovering over our jeep, near a bet.

A few jungle babblers wore seen hopping in the bets and foed-

*ing on termites which occurred there in great abundance. A
single Crested Lark, Galcrido crista ta was also seen. As wo
passed the northern sand dune country, suddenly and to our
great joy we were amidst birds _- a lot of them. The Green
Bee-eater, Merop s orientalis was the f irst t> greet us after
a very dusty journey. Sparrows, babblers, doves, crows, two

ravens and some pigeons were seen. A little deeper in the sand

dunes Blacfcbreasted Larks were very common. The well-vegetated
sand dunes were flourishing wife birdlife and we forgot for a

moment that we were coming from a birdless zone of the Rann.

During the next two days of wanderings in the^Rann we_ encoun-
tered two Crested Larks, one shikra and a wagtail (species?).
On a bet in the northern portion of the Rann we saw a magnificient
Houbara, Chlamydotis undulata . I was quite surprised, however,

to observe a real absence 3f raptores over the bets where rodent
population was quite appreciable)

was/ Our third traverse/ from Suigam in the northwestern direction.
The- eastern Rann exhibited larger bets and with very good her-

baceous cover. Salinity conditions in this part wore not so bad

as they were observed in the central and western portions of

the Rann. In this region we visited three large bets during
two days. Birds were observed as under; Stickland's Chat,
Crested Larks, common pigeons, house sparrows, partridges,
shikra, short-toed eagle, house* crgws,' and a raven. The bee-
caters were absent from this side of the Rann as well* One of
the bets was inhabited hy a lonely wild ass.
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Ihc strikin9 impression of the visit to the Great Rann of
Kutch is that the vast marshy habitat is a sort of birdlcss
zone. It was only in the bets that some birds wore observed,

RANDOM NOTES FROM BANGAUDRE

Zafar Futehally

On Christmas Day I wandered for a couple of hours around Palace
Orchards in Bangalore to see the birdiife of the area. Ever
since we came here on the 5th November I have been wanting to
have a good look at the Large Green Barbets whoso calls are
heard from everywhere in the city, but whoso protective colora-
tion make them invisible. Ihis morning I achieved my aim. A
pair on a glomorata fig tree, was having a wonderful time eat-
ing berries, and from time to time beaked each other affection-
ately. They did not call at all during the half hour or so that
I watched them. On the same tree was a Purple Sunbird in eclipse
plumage with the .long dark line running down the throat. A long
1 .kissing ' »all drew my attention to a Large Cuckoo-SKriko
which landed on a peepal, though I could not see it afterwards.
A pair .of pariah kites floated and twisted effortlessly in the
air. and I recalled Sir Landsborough Thomson's remark that kites
look much larger than they actually are because of the manner
in which they hold their wings. Those birds had quite prominent
underwing patches so perhaps they belonged to the migrant race.
Common Swallows wore pursuing their aerial prey, but what delight-
ed me was a pair of Wiretailed Swallows on a telegraph wire. In
the bright- light the- snow-white fronts of these birds and the
other glistening colours of brown and steel blue arc a fine
combination.

Bangalore abounds with two exotic species of trees; Cassia
siamia and Eucalyptus longicorais . Both these are favoured by
White-eyes. The sight of groups of these birds communicating
sweetly with one another sibilantly (if that is the wo«d),
hanging upside down, and stretching out into the fluffy white
flowers of the eucalyptus is a sight from which one cannot tear
oneself away. White-eyes are in my view the ploasantost denizens
of Bangalore,
Another group of birds tfnich has rather excited me arc the White

Wagtails. Everyevening 150 birds come to a maidan near the Sankey
Tank to have a bath. They bathe by turns? a dozen at a time. I

put up, a hide and have taken some pictures which will bo repro-
duced. in tb Letter of the Month which the World Wildlife Fund
intends bringing ouT^fromBiggalorc. I will gladly send copies
to anyone .interested.

*
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BIRDWfcTCHING IN BANGKOK

Prof, Dinesh Mohan

During my recent trip to Bangkok (November 1973) I had the
pleasure of going out birdwatching with Dr Foonsong Lekagull,
the well-known ornithologist and nature conservationist of
Thailand. Wo went down south to the mouth of river Chao
Phraya, crossed the river by a fast motorboat with long shafted
outboard motor, so common in Thailand, and proceeded towards
the sea by a canal, on either b-?nks of which were coconut
Plantations and fisherman* s huts. Families living in these
uts made their earnings by catching shrimps, crabs and fishes

and it was an interesting sight to see women wading through
rhosi deep-water with large nets to catch sea animals. The
crabs and the shrimps are caught from the marshy fields on
cither sides of the canal and it was also an interesting sight
to watch these creatures c rawling all over the fields.
Coming back to birdwatching, we saw two types of kingfishers -

white collared and black-capped - sitting on trees on either
side of the canal and waiting for the prey,. The white collared
is known for its fondness fDr crabs. Flying overhead we saw
brownheaded gulls, brahminy kite, gullbilled torn, little
egrets and jungle crow. Walking, through the fields, we oame*
across Kentish Plover, golden plover, fantail flycatcher,
green shank, rod shanfc, pond heron, marsh sandpiper and the
common myna.

I was told that the familiar Indian house crow is missing
from the Thai scene, Neither do thoyhave the brahminy myna.

Dr Boonsong has done extremely valuable work on birds of
Thailand and ho was busy writing his second book on birds. Ho
is a very keen bird photographer and he showed keen interest
in coming over to India and doing s:>me Indian birds and animal
photography both in still and movie, I am sure there will be
a suitable opportunity for him to come over sometimes in the
near future.

NOTES AND COMMENTS

The Editor wishes the members of the Birdwatchers* Club of
India a Very Happy and Prosperous New Year, and hopes to have
their, continued support

t
in 1974.

V
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50 tRESPONDENCE

_ 1-iitebe iiied Sea iid-iles of Karwar

With a view to watch the Vthitebollied Sea Eagles ( Haliaeetus
louci.-as'cer ) on the Karwar Lighthouse island during' my recent
holidays, I wrote to a friend in Karwar, North Kanara investi-
gating the prospect. The idea finally fizzled out, but the for-
mality involved in so doing mey help intending birdwatcher
visitors to the place.

Wrote back my friend: H As far as I am aware Karwar Lighthouse

island is now out 'of bounds being declared a protected area
after the last Pakistan skirmish. If you have any designs in
that direction better come with o.ks from the Light House people
at Bombay. Local officials dont take responsibility. We used
to go there for picnics in the old days; havont heard of any
one being there on a jaunt for years now. These eagles are pug-
nacious and dont welcome intruders. A friend of mine once came
with his',sons and a transparent plastic kite with a brown-white
eagle painted on it; In the air it looked like an eaglo flying.
In no time, four Whitebellied Sea Eagles landed up and attacked
the kite. I have the torn kite as a rnomento. "

R. S. Dharmakumarsinhji and K. S, Lavkumar who studied these
eagles on the* island in early 1950s may be interested in the
pugnacious behaviour of these eagles referred to by my friend,
and tell the readers of the Newsletter some of their experience.

J. S, Sorrao

MINUTES OF THE XIIITH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE BIRDWATCHERS'
FIELD CLUB OF INDIA

•

The Xlllth Annual General Meeting of the Club was .hold on
Sunday, the 23rd December 1973 at 32A Barfiwala Marg, Andheri,
Bombay at 4.30 p.m.
Dr Salim Ali was electd Chairman of the meeting.
The minutes of the Xllth Annual General Meeting hold on 23rd

December 1972 were read and approved.
Ihe Acting Honorary Secretary gave an account of the member-

ship and financial position of -the Club. It was stated that
the Newsletter was being sent to some 332 persons of which
about 180 members had paid their subscriptions. Fs 2013.42
had been received as subscriptions and donations up to 20th
December 1973. The Newsletter continued to be* greatly depend-
ent on Dynacraft Machine Co. Prvt. Ltd. for financial aid.
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The Acting Honorary Secretary read a draft of a circular to

bo sent to members whose subscriptions for 1973 had not been
received or recorded. Approval was accorded by the members pre-
sent for sending such a circular. It was also decided by the
members that the despatch of Newsletter should be discontinued
after due notice, to those who had not paid for several years.

Mr T. V. J so undertook topurnuo the project of getting the
readers at the British Council Library to take notice of our
Club.

Br A. Navarro, S.J. said he would try and get a list of
schools who would be interested in our activities.

Dr Salim Ali undertook to write individually to members of
our Editorial Board to enthuse greater activity in their res-
pective regions.
Dr Salim Ali suggested that notes 2nd resumes from other

journals
1* should be published in our Newsletter to show what other

people were doing elsewhere in the world;
2, articles for the Newsletter should be compiled well in

advance to be commented on in in an interesting manner. Iho
commentary should be published iong with the article.

Ihe appointment of Mr S. V. Nilakanta as Honorary Secretary
and Editor was officially ratiled by the members. It was
decided that Mrs Leelavati Nilakanta should continue as Hon-
orary Treasurer, the bank account being in the name of Mrs
U Nilakanta & Mr Zafar Futehaily.
Mr Zafar Futehaily 1 s name should be published in the list

under Editorial Board. (Owing to lack of time the names of
office bearers will notx appeaikn the cover of the Newsletter
for January 1974.

S. V. Nilakanta
Editor, Newsletter for Birdwatchers
32A, Barfiwala Marg
Andheri, Bombay 400 058

*?
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A SUCCESSFUL HUNT

Dotoahis Eay.

It was a c«ld and windy day- The wind had cleared large patches of
water amongst the floating du»toreeds on the jheel near ay home. Its
normally calm surface had clouded over with the incessant drizzle.

A dark kite like bird came flying low over the jheel. It was dark'
brown with a rounded tail and the head wore a buff coloured crown.
Its cheeks were lighter, almost whitish and from shoulder to shoulder
there were white spots and patches on the leading edges of the wings.
A marsh harrier (Clrcuaa.a. aeruginosas ) out for prey.

Une harrier flew alowly and heavily into the north wind, constantly
scanning the floating weeds. Occasionally it would glide lower and
dangle its slender yellow feet. Then after sailing across the Jheol
the bird would turn and glide - slide back again.

The normal occupants of this jheel are a party of moorhens (Oe insula
chloropus ) but they, friends of the fair weather had long since taken
refuge in the water hyacinths. A few fidgety spotted sandpipers (Trlnga
glare clxQ nervously changed their feeding stations, fluttering low with
dangling feet and pcinted wings. Only a solitary dabchiek (Podiceps

'

ruficolHs ) confident In its ability to outdive the killer overhead,
paddled on the open water.

i
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Kie harrier quartered for over ten minutes before settling on

the edge of the marsh. There it sipped, ruffled its feathers,

yawned and sit looking around. A little later it took off and

recused i:s quntering. ~ —*- *

The harrier hid beer, sailinr in this fa3him for a few minutes

vixen suddenly a pharp
jj

Kb ark "I brought uy attention down to '

the water balow. ?here, net a mc+re away from the floating vege-

tation wc-o a pair of very ruffled and very agitated adult moorhens*

Between them nr.d the woed3 vers a couple of snail fluffy black

balls — chicks in down.

Cne parent tried frantically to chivy the chicks into the weeds.

Each time the harrier came low it dived in frigh- only to cone

up immediately to protect its chicks* The other swam agitatedly
nearby. The harrier dawiled and the moorhen oucrceded in hiding
one chick. The other it chased into another pitch of weed, then
.aived again.

The harrier came low hovering in the wind with dangling feet.
It paused for a moment, then dropped into the weeds. It rose,

one foot clutching a downy ball, turned nnd slid away with
the wind.

VISITING WAGTAII5 C? BIHAR

Jamal Ara

Family-*5otaciUidafl. Members of this large family are to bo

found over the whole of Europe, Asia and Africa. In this family

are included two groups of birds - the Wagtails and Pipits, -he

species of each bear a very close resemblance to one another.

They live almost entirely on the ground, but "some of them 'freely
perch on trees, bushe*, fences and buildings- They roost in
trees, bushes aai reed-beds. Their natural hafcitat is by the

river side, on the margin of pond3 and jheelo, dn™p ground,

meadows, marshes, irrigated-and harvested fields. Some of hte

Pipits, however, affect bare stony plains. They are sociable

birds and are generally found in flocks, in small parties or

pairs. They walk and run on the ground with great speed by
short jerky movements. Do not hop. When still, wag their taila

up and down continually. They feed chiefly on insects, some-

times making little sallies into the air after the quarry.

Seme eat grains ani seeds also. They are intermediate in

character between the larks and the warblers, having a single

plated tarsus like the latter, and the shape of the wings simi-

lar to the larks - the inner secondary quills being exception-

ally long. Kiey have slender bills of moderate length; the tail

is long but not graduated. The wagtail/* are usually of black,

vjhite, grey andi yellow ^plumcgfl-^without streaks, the Pipits,
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on the other hand, ere earth-coloured birds of streaked plumage,

Both the ncle and female are practically alike. They breed

mostly on the ground or en the edges of rock cr in seme hollow

in e bank, wall, or old tree. The nesting habits, specially

those of the Pipits, are verysimilor t^ those of the larks,

even the colouring of the eggs, which arc vMtish or clay

coloured ?/ith spots and markings ell over. Ilests are nade of

moss, twigs, leaves, roots, grasses, cto. Icosely constructed,

lined with hair, feathers and wool. Both sexes share domestic

duties*
i

?he family 'm'-tacilliade ' is nost developed in the Eastern

Hemisphere to which the wagtails are restricted (though cne

species breeds in the Arctic Zone of Western Alaska). It is

surprising, indeed, that of the fifty-two species of this
family known in the world, only eight (all Pipits) nre

indigenous tc the Now World.

The Wagtails belong tc Genus 'Motaoilla*. Thoy aro at once

distinguished from the Pipits by their bri^vtor colouring,
longer tail, graceful alln bodies, a backward and forward
action of the head, and the curious dipping notion of the

tail, which, aoccopcirt-ips every acvenerrt cf their body; end
the f.i^ht, which la singly undulating curves, consisting
of a series of dips through 'the air, each. dip being accom-
ranied by a sharp call note, 'Chl^-zit' cr ! Chic-hips'. They
:reec as a rule, in the northern portions of Europe ard Asia,
snd migrate south in winter tc Africa, China, India and the
Lalaynn pen1neu3a and islands. A few species breed in India
rroper, and these chiefly in the Himalayas and Kashmir* In
i-inter they are found all over the country. Ther can be dl-
-ided into two groupie, tho 'Pied' and 'Yellow 1 Wagtails.

£ie Forest or Black-i>reasted Wagtail, gctacilla Indies

.

is

s rare winter visitor tc Bihar. Ingli^ collected a specimen
at Baghownie (ifcrbhanga). I saw one at Chaibassa (Singhbhum)
sad one at Doranda (Eanchi). It is about the size of a sparrow.
She colour pattern- of tho bedy Is more of c small flame bird
"am a Wagtail, that merges effectively in the background.
- closer loo>:, however, reveals that its upper pjumoge is o
c'jeture of ol^ve-green, brown &£d black, with a whitislv eye-
sripe extendi£g from the bill to the nape ; blackish-^rcwn
wj--gs with two yellcwlsh-viiito bars; and the under surface
w.iZG tinged yel_low on the chin, threat and breast; twe
black bands on the breast meeting in tho centre sc as tc
'arm two rings. I~ is a shy and solitary bird. Its normal
rait is a sedate w^lk, unlike the lively actions of other'
Wagtails. H*.e most distinctive feature about this Wagtail,
:esides its markings, is i~s habits of swaying both body
and tail from aido to side instead of the usual wagtail
manners of jerking the tail up and down.

•
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"i.ot'.rbe 1, it riles up intc the nearest tree, uttering a loud
'sln'c, sink'* It frequents thin open jungle., shady orchards or rocky
placea • "breeds in Siberia, Hearth China and 'the Hills of North Cachar.

Three epeciea cf yellow wagtails, differing chiefly in the head ere
quite Coram in Bihar during the winter season. 3iey have been desig-
nated as 'Hctacilla flava 1

, with yellow en the breast| except the
Grey and Yellow-beaded" Wagtails. The Yallow Wagtail has o very wide
range in the old world, one! has developed a nunber of races with its
own crt-cding area. The sub-species are differentiated colnly by the
variations in the plinage , spec telly the colours of the hoods of the
Eiale birds in breeding phase.

The Grey-headed Yellow Wagtail, jfctac ilia flava thunberpi, has the
whole head, froc bill to the nape (Forehead, Crown and nape) deep
slaty (lighter in Winter); lcres, oar-cevcrts end cheeks clncst
black. He eye-etripe (or c slight one); chin white. Throat yellow.
Upper ferts olive-green; lower parts pure yellow, ih rintcr fade to
an ashy-greenish above, dull pale yellow below, with dark speculing
on the breast. Tflhen it arrives in October, the male is so richly-
coloured a bird that Jie cannot escape notice. It has been observed
in Hazaribagh, ftinchi, Rrfcna and North Bihar fron October to Lhrch.
In Konghyr it is very numerous, vkere it is called 'Chutia RsnMii 1

"

in Hindi. Its flight is accompanied by two shrill twittering notes.
Breeds In north Scandinavia, Russia and Siberia.

The Blue-headed Yellow Wagtail, K.f. beeaq. or PiUcya (Hindi),* is
distinguished fron the Grey-headed by the bluish-grey forehead,
crowi and nape; a broad and distinct white7 eye-stripe emending free
the base af the nostrils "to above the ear-coverts; white line run-
ning below lores and ear-coverts, which are of an ash-grey with acne
white markings; cheeks., chin and throat white. Rest of the upperparts
yellowish-olive green, brigiter in the runpj underparts yellow. 3h
auturm the bird gets a brown tin^e'over the upperparta, and ndre white
on the throat. It breeds in Iadafch, Kashmir, Tibet and Russia. 'It
arrives in the first week of Septecber and leaves In early my r has '

been observed In Ranchi, Ilazaribagh, Fatna, S. ;*onghyr and Darbhcnga.
It is less connon than the Grey-headed one.

The Black-headed yellow wagtail, r.f . ire Ignore1-sea. has black forehead,
crown, and nape; lores, ear-coverts and cheeks deeo black; a white line
running under the lores to the ear-ccverts, (often nteeing); chin white:
no eye-etripe. Olive-green above, yellow below. It breeds in Turkestan
and Iterate. Rare In the state, has been observed in Hazaribarfi and ence
In Banchi, near Jonha falls.

The Tellow-^eaded V/agtail, M. Citreola Citrecln
f or Binte pilkyn (Hindi),

has the whele head, including ear-ccverts, chin, throat and a broad eye-
stripe, as well as under surface bright yellow; nape and back ashy-/rrey:'
back la never nixed with black. In Winter crown turna grey like the "back,
but the forehead, eye-etripe, sides of the head and lower portion retain
yellow.
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"or-- ©cos n Oil Over Bihar fron the end of September to early

.7 si or. o>servod feeding in flcckB with Yellow Wagtails

ar the Gang-.. It lovos to be In the nei^ibourhood of gracing

cnioalsj feeding around their legs. Breeds in Russia.

(To be continued).

HBXGH EEK&KJffiR IS THIS ?

U.K. Veidya

Before introducing the bird, I hove to introduce nysol*. I on
no beginner since I have been watching birds since 1942. Hiring

this time I have identified 208 species in r^ home town in this

district of Surendranagar. I make use of rny 8 x 30 bincculars
end refer to my collection cf books \tfiich include Uhistler, Sal 1m

All (6th edition), Birds of Saurashtra and the Field Guide to

Birds of Britain ond Europa.

How fcr the bird. It was seen here at Dhrangadhra frcn 18.9.1973

to 25th or so. The size was that of the Red-breasted and the shape

that of the spotted but it looked like neither. It did net flick
its tail either downwards like the spotted or upwards like the

Red-breasted and had no black T to show in the midst of white •

The colour was dark greyish or earthy brown above and dull whitish
below but with this distinction of having crrange buff or chestnut
edges to the wing coverts and wing feathers - less distinct on
the lesser coverts and the primaries and nore distinct on the
greater coverts and the secondaries. The latter created three
distinct Vs on the lower back ending in the angle "at the rump.
The tail was similarly edged and 1hc runp mere so.

The chief characteristics were these -n very large v&ite patch
around the eye. I say patch because it was triangular and broad
ending in an angle towards the base of the bill in front and less
broad behind with only thin lines above and below. There were
three vfoitc angles pointing at the base of the bill. One was that
of the very white chin, another was that of the ncustachial stripe
which was slightly broader towards the shoulders. 1)he breast was
greyish, abdomen whitish with under tail coverts distinctly so.
The pose was angular, neither horizontal nor upright. It hod largo
round dark eyes, legs fleshy pink and bill darkish horny as I
remember.

The picture in the Field Guide of the fersale Pied Flycatcher
resembled this bird, the white patth beinf en the wing instead
of en the eye. I turned far "accidentals" at the end cf the bock
and saw a description which said "Resembles female Fied Flycatcher;
distinguished by absence of white wing patch end at close range
narrow white eye ring- Distinguished fron Spotted Flycatcher by
smaller size and lack of streaking en crown and breast". This was
the Brown Flycatcher.
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ire** this description for two reasons. One, no other bird either from
Tndt-^ :v afcroc* vbb likely to visit this place J Second, ny friend
Shr\ Inl 5i%-hji Reel had told me that he had seen the Brown Flycatcher
in the Oir Forest with Shri K.S. Iavkunarsinghji.

Js tan tii tig] in the nest barren district has wooded gardens and "
forms onfl I bare seen the Indian Pitta and the Golden backed Woodpecker
hero.

Bill anybody corroborate ny observations? Mann* lie I should lilce to
know if thin bird, acruEing it to b6 the Brow. Flycatcher

t is winter
visitor tc the Gir Forest and Southern 3aurashtra or just a passage
migrc'it like the Spotted Flycatcher. Here it seems to have been a
passage migrant as I have not observed it again in the neighbourhood.

£The lege are described to be fleshy pink and if this observation
is correct does not agree with the colouration of any of the
above mentioned flycatchers. Otherwise, from the description
it is most probably the Brown Flycatcher (ttiscicapo lativos+rls )

which is said tc be a Siberian species and cs such bound to fly
south for the "winter. Dry scrub vegetation should be to its
liking - Ed.JZ

HOTES AKL COIfflEOTS

The XVI World Conference of the International Council for Bird
Preservation is to be held in Canberra, Australia 'from 19th to 25th
August 1974 at the Australian National University.

Those nho are interested may write to :

Kis3 Bayllis Barclay-Smith
International Council for Bird Preservation
C/o British ?useum (Batumi History)
Cromwell Road, London S.V* 7
ENGLAND.

The registration forms must be sent back to reach Miss Barclrv-Smith
before 31et May 197^. - /

Kr. Zofar PUtehally is now a pornr.nent resident of Bangalore-, (see
back cover for his address). Birdwatchers in this region can look
forward tc getting together for organised birdwatching and exchange
of information. A list of Bangalore members is bcinc sent to ouch
combers with this issue.
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; - 50 parakeets which approached my
tettotic - CQ3 ea vltv r.

'
:
i^:.. 'ton" call ::nd sat on a tree- I

I
iistly i o; . tXiSldfi 'r ': Bight my camera and before I cculd

Bet ay 200 -..:. tele leia, c boy threv; a stone and the paralBots
di&cLpp -•:.;,

« wr»"vcry sorry especially as I could see 'that all
-. parakeets wore net aliku. The;/ v.ere not rose ringed. Some
were having red or pinirisb and some yellowish bills* Similarly
there were differences in their tails, flhilo breakfasting on the
tree they were as noisy as when they were flying. Certainly they
wer<b migratory but what was the point in flying over Kulu when
my thermometer was reading a room temperature of 7° C. Kindly
clear ny doubts. - -

U.K. Bajpai

£?2'tei information provided by Mr*. Bnjpai is too scanty to
express any positive opinion • Even though the boy chased
away tr.** pnrakeets before proper obsorration could be nade,
it should be possible to tell us the identity of the tree
and wha-: the parakeets were eating. Local migrations and
even lor*; distance migration of birds seen to be more governed
by the availability cf food than by temperatures as fudged by
human standards of comfort?. All rose rii^ed paraktete do net
wear a coloured collar. Only adult males acquire the rose ring
in their third year. Slaty headed parakeets ore also jnwvulent
in that rencn.

i

Mr. Bajpai ^ requested to continue his observations and net
be deterrod -y one case of stone threwirjg which is a conginatal
gift of our jn«9u - Ed.J7

NOTE FROM EAIiGAI KE

Fifteen birtfnatc-Ars of Bangalore assembled at the residence
of Mr. Zar'ar Putehally on 20.1.1974 to discuss the plans and
programmes .or bird watching activities in end around Bangalore.
This ass^.-f-My was thanks to the initiative cf IS*. V.J. Victor
whe is t^e de fact") Secretary of the Bangalore bird watching
fraterni'7.

Ti£ follcrirjj points were raised for discussicr, :-

Kr. PtcehaUy suggested that a check list of birds of
Bangalore and district, i.e., resident, ndgrantj occa-
sional visitor, etc., may be prepared. Dr. Joseph George
pointed out the existence of a publication by Dr. SaliJii

All or. ~he birds of the Old ?.!ysore State. Or. Gadgil was
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requested to prepare a list of birds of Bangalore
adjacent areas on the basis of Dr. Selim All 'a

FA per. This could fern the core of the checklist
to be prepared.

2) Mr. Putehally raised ibp. question of bird banding.
It was agreed that for tiie time being Bannerghatta
Bational ft^rk ana Raman Institute Campus my be
sei'.-cted as sites for bird banding activities. It
was also suggested that coloured rings nay be used
to study tho range of seme commonly occuring birds
-ike the Bed ?ftaiskcred Bulbul.

3) Mx. Putehally also suggested that all the bird
•owners in Bangalore might keep individual notes
on the relationship between birds end the different
Bpecies of trees, particularly exotic species, on
which they ore commonly found. Then, once in six
months or sc all the notes could be compared and it
nay ia possible to draw some generalised conclusion.

4) Mr. V. Abraham expressed his interest in Bconcnic
Graithol/^y and asked the group if any bird activi-
ties in this lino could be taken up for the Bangalore
area. It vza decided that a few of the representative
inseji: easing birds may be coug.it end dissected to
analyse their stomach contents for determining which
insets they preferentially ate and to vhat extent.
The senntages of using birds as pest controlling
agents ji place of chemical pesticides were noted.
ttbbal /^ricultural Ihiverstty Canpus was selected
as toe 5\tt for this purpose and ^s. Sundari Bai'
wap rs^uested to give necessary help and entcnolc—
r*.M'. expertise required for this purpose.

5) >• Joseph George asked the group whether it is possible
-o find ways and neane of encouraging Magpie Robin
•opulaticn in Bangalore and discouraging the popula-
tion growth of the jungle crow. Mr. Putehally narrated
ne experience of the group at Bombay with respect to
*.ie jungle crew population end expressed his opinion
art it is a fairly difficult job. Th=: group decided
0 consider this point in greater detail at Q lator
ate*

6) :t was decided that the first field outing for bird
arching and bird ringing will be to Bannerghatta
atlonol Park on Sunday the 3rd ftebruary 1974. ftae /
roup would meet at 2 p.n. on that day near "Cauvery",
•ae Mysore Arts and Crafts Centre on the Mohatma Gandhi ^
ccd, Bangalore.

•V. Silakantal
ditor, Newsletter for Birdwatchers,
£A

f CD. Barfiwala Karg, Andheri, Bombay 400 058.
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BIRD-WATCHING AT YERAVDA, 27.1-74.

Thomas Gay.

Ju3t after 7 a.m., some twenty members of our Poona group assembled
at the north end of the Bund Bridge, and followed P.V.G. along the

Tula-Kutha's left bank into o misty red sunrise. Those of us who;
despite rany years' residence in Poona, had never seen this bird-
paradise before, ewe cur .keen Organiser an immense debt of gratitude.

Almest from the very piers of the bridge, the surface of the river
was teeming rith bird life. Easily the moat numerous species consisted
of Black-winged Stilts, of which scores and scores showed themselves
everywhere wading belly deep, standing tell rnd stately on the
stones scattered all over the river bed, or flying to some fresh perch
or pool. Plights of Small Sgrets passed up-stream, most of .them con-
gregating not far from the Bridge; one little flight of four Smalls
were attached to t. single large, reminiscent of destroyers escorting
a cruiser, and ; iving us an excellent chance to compare sizes. A flock
of ten Dabchiek3 kept strictly to themselves, and v.-ere the only "non-
mixers" among all these bird3. Here end there a lone Cormorant perched
like a black stump or hung out his spread wings in a heraldic pattern.
Cta every side, solitary Paddybirds waited hunched and ,7ay. In one
poel swam three nervous Garganeys, who flew off oil too soonj they
returned en hour later, found their river still contaminated by our
presence, and retired for pood.
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Saadpipers WM?e plentifully represented by the Common, the

Spotted, and the Green. Yellow \ lack-headed ?) and Pied

"fagtails ran about on twinkling feet or travelled from place

to place with their ondulsti:^ flight. Two !*>crhens (imnature,

probably: no red or -"hite nnywhere) busied themselves about

a bundle of water-hyr.c inth wed&3d against a rock; a Ifeite-

breo3tod Kingfisher plunged from a rocky island and returned

with empty beak} a few Red-wattled lapwings uttered their

reproachful cr.ies or flew on bowed wings just above the river's

surface. The whole scene was carefully surveyed by a Marsh

Harrier, and afterwards more briefly by a Pale Harrier.

A small flock of Stints wheeled above the water on flashing

wings, never settling though always seeming about to settle.

Three Terns that beat slowly up end down, as Terns do, provoked

some argument as to their species; the final verdict seemed to

favour "Gull-billed", in view of the black beak end feet and

the pure white head. These birds were later seen to have joined

a flock resting not far below the Bridge.

And now, as we learned to inspect each group of birds more

closely, came some exciting discoveries. 3n two or three

scattered places we saw a Pan-tailed Snipo strutting boldly

among larger birds as he probed the water washing the edge

of a rock. One party of mid-river Stilts Uicluded a single

Common Teal sitting on a stone (a wounded bird ? else, why

not with it3 fellows, somewhere ?); another pt rty had been

joined by a busy Redshank. Some mid-stream grasses half con-

cealed a tailless Pheaoant-tailed Jaeane. It was not uncommon -

fnr four or five species to be groupled together — it might

be, seme Stilts, an Egret, two -different Sandpipers, and a

Taddybird all in the most perfect trust end harmony, flhat

a lesson for us humans 1

•It was PVG who pointed out the Bluethroats, two singles and

a pair that hopped and flitted among the rocks near which we

sat; the gorgeous breast of sumner was faded and dingy, but

traces of the blue and scarlet could be made out. A pair of

Hoop«eo flew ahead of us, aa we turned for home; two Little

Brown Doves crept down to a pool, nnd a gleaming Green Boe-

eater sunned itself rn a rooty slope. Other birds of the Bank •

were Rufoua-tailed and Black-bellied Pinch-lark, a Skylark

(Small Indian ?) and a Grey Partridge that called once and

was never seen. Indian Swifts and Common Swallows swung about

the air above us, a Rufous-backed Shrike kept vigil from a

babhul spray, and our list of 57 birds was completed by one

each of an unremarkable trio: House Grow, Red-vented Bulbul,

and Blue Pigeon.
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VISITING WAGTAILS OP BIHAR (in continuation of last issue)

Jamal Ara.

The Hodgson's Yellow-Beaded Wagtail, M. citreola calcarata. or
Rmia pilkya, breeds in Himalayas from 5,000 to 15,000 feet.
Freely breeds in Kashmir frcm May to June, where it is very
common during Summer. Also in Central Asia from Afghanistan,
lersia to Tibet.

In Summer the bird looks most beautiful in having jet black
beck, bright yellow head, neck and lower portion, with some
white in wings and tail. Even in Winter the bird retains black
of the back, from which it can be easily differentiated from
M.c.citreola . This bird is mostly a water-loving species, and
is never sway from wet places. Not common in Bihar though few
birds have been observed in Hazaribagh, lerbhanga and Patna from
time to time.

The Grey Wagtail, M. canpica . or Rakhi pilkya, is distinguished
from all the other Wagtails by the greater length of the tail,
and the uniform; elate blue of the upperports including head,
relieved by a white eye-stripe (yellowish in Winter); chin,
throat, and fareneck white; underparts sulphur yellow, brightest
on the' under-tail coverts. The three outer tail feathers are Khite
In flight the long tail, and sulphur yellow lower surface are
conspicuous. Arrives in early August end leaves in May. Mostly
found solitary near rocky stream of the jungle, or at marshy*
places. Breeds all across Central Europe, Asia and in the Hima-
layas between 6000 and 12000 ft. elevation. .It has a sharp
'Chicheep-chicheep 1 call note, uttered on the wing.

The commonest Winter visiting Wagtail to Bihar and the one that
is seen in the largest number is the White "fcgtail. It is a dainty
looking bird with varying mixtures of black, white, and grey in
the plumage. Out of six geographical races into which this bird
has been divided, only four are of interest to us.

One of the commonest races is the Indian White Wagtail, M,_alba
dudukkunensis, or Ehobin; is easily recognised by its grey back;
a black patch extending from the crown to the nape, connecting a
crescentic gorget on the breast; front face, cheeks, ear-coverts
and underparts white; wings black, broadly margined with grey and
white; tail black with two outer-most feathers white. In Summer
the grey on the back of the male is replaced by'black, and the
black of the breast extends right upto the chin.

< -
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Its flight Is as distinctive as its appearance. On the ground -

curving, dicing, erratic, spreads toili Manners on the ground

are impulsive - stands, runs, wags tr.il, flies, stands, flies

a short way, stands, wags tail. Follows cattle. The call is

a double chirp, 'Tizit-tizit* . Most confiding bird preferring

towns, villages, and gardens, particularly fallow fields,

feeding in large scattered flocks. Very fond of walking on

the wet sand of forest streams, leaving behind a beautiful

tracery of delicate foot prints.

It is one of the earliest to arrive, reaching Bihar about the

second week of August, and stays till about the end of April.

Breeds in West Siberia to Yenisei, Turkestan etc. •

less common is the Masked or Black-faced Wagtail, M.a. personata

or Dhobto. This wagtail has the crown, nape, ear-coverts, sides

of the neck, throat and breast - black, (it appears to have a

tight-fitting black cap on its head); a broad white frontal bend

extends to the front of the eye as to form a .narrow eye-stripe;

sides of face, chin, and lowerparts from below the breast.and

under wing coverts are white. The amount of black on the breast,

sides of the neck, throat and ear-coverts at once serve to dis-

tinguish it from dukkunensia. It has been found in Darbbanga, and

Patna. Quite tame and loves to live near human habitation.

Starts coming in August, departing in early April. Breeds in

Turkestan, Gilgit, Afghanistan, Eastern Persia. Within our

limits it breeds in Kashmir and NWF "Province between 6000 and

120** ft.

Hodgson's mgtail, jfea. alboides, or Dhobin. In it the grey of'

the upper plumage is replaced by black. Forehead, crown, lores,

cheeks, feathers round the eye (or a ring) white; ear-coverts

blaok; chin, throat and breast black; remaining under plumage

white. Jh Winter it is deep ashy grey on the back; the chin is

white; the feathers of the forenack and throat ere mottled with

white.

This wagtail prefers well-wooded open country as well as forest

and frequents streams and running water. The call is 'Chichip-

chichip*. Visits some part of Bihar in lass number. Breeds in.

Kashmir, parts of the higher Himalayas and Southern Tibet.

The White-faced Wagtail, ft!, maderaspatensia or Khanjan, is

rather larger and darker than the white wagtail and resembles

the Magpie Robin in colour pattern. Its whole upper plumage,

including head, chin, threat and breast - black, except for

a narrow white eye-stripe from the nostril to the nape; wings

black, quilla edged with white; a broad white patch running

the whole length of the folded wing; tail black with two outer

pairs of feathers white; remainder of lower plumage white.
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Most solitary of wagtails* Generally goes about in pairs, less often"

in family parties, and rarely, indeed, in flock3. Does not mind lone-

liness and is met with ot places where least expected. T'ore food of

flying than the others of its clan. Every time .the wings open more

.white is displayed end the bird appears brighter and bigger, as the

wings close it seems to fold into itself. It has a sweet song during

Sumner. Resident throughout India, and is the only wagtail which

breeds South of the Himalayas. Quite common in Bihar from September

to May.

NOTE - All the wagtails are annual Winter visitors to the plains.

They are purely beneficial sjecies, and should be encouraged in every

way. But unfortunately the wagtails end Pipits are most favoured

birds for table, and are sold by mirshilcars as 'bagerls' for Rs-6/=

a dozen. See, how we display cur hospitality towards these guests

by murdering them in thousands each Winter I -

•-

^~The figures on page ro. 3 in the February issue
" of the '©wsletter at the bottom left hand corner

should read "Blue Headed" - 2d-.^ '

ATTRACTING BIKDS

Abraham Verghese

Attracting birds, ia an important amateur activity, quite popular

in Vfestern countries. During v»inter when snow envelops the ^reen
earth pnd food becomes scarce, a. Bird Feeding Station- is the post
welcoming sign to birds. But Feeding. Stations are not the only
means of attracting birds, Particularly in Peninsular India,

where winter is not so severs, with plenty of insects for the
visiting rrigranta and resident birds. Bird attraction is a year
round hobby and includes besides feeding station, the provision of

small shrubs, trees and flowering plants. The last mentioned v.-as

that which I took up.
-

In Dr. Arthur A. Allen's !,The Book of Bird Life", I saw c caption
which ran thus, "plant Sun flowers for Goldfinches and Chickadees".
That gave me the start. Soon, the Sun flower plants grew, - flowers
blossomed, and I was waiting patiently* Patience paid at last. For
en the morning of 9. IX.73 I was greeted with sharp keek keeks,
which brought me out into the garden. There I could see a green
bird, sitting on one of the flowers which, with its bright radiating
yellow against the orangish morning sky, lv.Ued me into a world nf

serenity that knew nothing but freedom and joy. The bird was a male

Rose Ringed Parakeet. What a contrast to a caged bird of the same
kind 1
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The nunt'ir of parakeets that visited my garden ranged from two to

six, and they were mostly in the morning hours. It is not the

bright colour of the flower v.hich attracts these birds, but it is

the matured seeds. The mode of feeding is very interesting to watch.

How, in e Bunflo'ver the seeds are arranged in concentric circles.

So the bird which alights on the flower first starts feeding on the

outermost circle, then it works its way inwards in a rotatory manner,

splitting one seed after another with its hook shaped bill, until

about one third of the flover is complete. The remaining is completed

in the subsequent days- These birds do not eat the seed as a whole,

but split it and feed o.Uy on the inner content. In ma3ority of the

split seeds examined by me, I found that only a very little of inner

content was eaten, the rest wore wasted.

The importance »f attracting birds, by means of growing plants which

provide food or shelter, lies in the fact that it enables one to

study a bird at a close range in its natural setting in one's own

field laboratory or garden. It would be good, if our Bird Watchers"

could contribute in making a list of plants that could attract dif-

ferent kinds of birds, as is being done in Western Countries, so

that we can augment the progress of Indian Ornithology.

IN THE NORTHEAST

Ananta Ultra

In the autumn of 1972, my brother and I had been to the Jaldapara

wild life sanctuary in V/est Bengal. The sanctuary consisting of

swampy forest of about 100 sq.Km. is in the district, of Jalpei^uri

at the foot of the Himalayas.

One swamp overgrown with tell elephant L̂ ass interspersed with

patches of trees and criss-crossed with creeks and canals spread

for miles together.

To rove about on the back of elephant in this vast still forest,

overlooked by the gigantic I.imaDayan range is an unforgettable

experience.

The sanctuary is famous as the habitat for the «r»at Indian One-

homed Rhinos (Rhinoceros unicornis). A few of them are still

struggling here against the marauding poachers. He were fortunate

to see two of these brilliant cnimals during our stay.

On 25th, 26th and 27th October '72 we observed e number of b'irda

in this marshy forest.
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Some varieties of drongo (Picrurfdaa ) drew our particular attention.
They \/ere the Black "irongo (fricrurus cdlsJinilja ) Hair-Crested, drongo
(Dicrurus hottentottus ) end "the Aacket-tailed drongo (Picrurus para-
diseus ). The last mentioned ones were found in plenty. Apart from
them ve found another drongo Tihich looted like a Black drongo but
Instead of the usual fork tail it had o square tail with two notches
rt the end**

ftB could not find any explanation
to -ttiio phenomenon. Can it be c
new species? Or, is it some seasonal
phase of other" species? ^e found
three BUOh individual birds -.one
in the compound of the forest- lodge.

Jn the forest we came across a large flock of about fifty Orange-
breasted green pigeon (Treron bicincta

.
). They r.-ere feeding on the

ripe berries of Kainjal trees (Biachoff ir> javanica ) flhlOfe grow here
in abundance*

A small flock of six Red-breasted Ihrakeet ( iteittacula alexandri )

was also found. They moved across a clearing with their sharp and
harsh flight-call Kir.-Ka-Ka-Ka.

In a patch of -sal trees (Shprea robusta ) we got o Black-naped green
wood pecker (Picus canug

The mountainous river Torsha turbulent ly flows through the forest.'
Crossing this river on the back of elephant was r. thrilling affair.
Cn the bank of c creek of Torsha -o found Gonmon Kingfisher (Alcedo
atthis ), Rose-ringed Tbrakeet (feittacula krameri ), Cattle qgrets

(Bubulcus ibis ) and Jungle cravs (Corvy.s ma^rorhynchqg^ )• -

In the foliage we came across Jungle babblers (Tiirodoides striatug ),

Common wood shrike (Tophrodornis pondicerianus ), Spotted dove (Strep-

tope lia chtoensia ), Tree Fie (Dendrocitta va&abunda ). Common lora
(ApRithina tiphia ) and Idneated barbet ( T'egaliima zcylonica )•

In the trees we came upon c species of squirrel somevdiat larger
than ordinary, having no white stripes on the back.

*%
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OQr-ffi&PS Gl TirE FLIGHT PP 5CT "TAX SHEAS'

U

J*R. Ihanze

I read the article entitled "T^ird Watching in the Tehri C-arhwal
Hills" by Sdhan Singh Saini, in the "ewsletter far Birdwatchers
Vol. XIII To. 12. On page 2 end subsequently on page 4 para 3,
the author has mentioned the flight of the !'onal pheasant.

According to his observation the fli^it of the Honal pheasant
is circular, but I do not agree witti my friend tr. Sohan Singh
Saini. No doubt the flight of this J-'i^i Altitude Bird is always
accompanied by long continuous whistling but it is never circular.

According to ray personal observations regarding the flight of
"anal pheasant, it is always straight end of short duration. In
August 1975, I had a chance to visit Chur Chandani Peak in
District Sirmour, Himachal Tradesh, in order "to "collect "igh
Altitude mammals and birds, with the Officer-in-Charge Sh. K.K.
Mahajan. The maximum altitude of -this hill is 11200 feet, almost
covered by Pine forest up to 105CO feet and having a good fauna
of Birds.

I observed about 16 pairs of " onal pheasant and collected only
one pair to display the same in the High Altitude Museum here
at Solan. S« I had e good opportunity to observe the habit and
habitat of birds such as Tonal pheasant, Koklash phnasant, "ut
cracker, Green-pigeon r,nd many others clso. The range of these
birds with respect to altitude is from 8500 feet to'10500 feet.
I did not find any of the sbove mentioned birds beyond 10500
feet, because beyond this there is no forest but barren meadows.

Thus the idea of this short note is just a request to my friend
Mr. S«han Singh Saini to clarify the contradictory views expressed
by me regarding the flight of the :

Tonal pheasant.

NOTES AND COMMENTS t

If, through the medium of our '^ewslet-ber' ; we are able to establish
a healthy dialogue between our readers, we may succeed in contri-
buting something original to cur knowledge of birds and bird be-
haviour.

In this issue we have a note from Mr. J.R. Ihanze on the flight
of the Honal Pheasant a3 a sequel to en earlier rrticle by 'Mr.

"

Sohan Singh Saini. re are also publishing a letter from T*r. Th.
*

W. Hoffman, Hon. Secretary of Ceylon Bird Club, offering Q solu-
tion to T!r. D.K. Valdya's identification problem of the flycatcher.
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ou'^h dialogues ^o t \ .re-- -.bat ~vr i-or^'cra 5o follow the '"^/sletter"
crticles with teen autarrjfc-;; -.:r\ -.re tb-'.o to corroborate or contradict
the statements it-Co, It mvjt be of conilderabls saulr Taction to cur
Members that through The medium cf the Newsletter" we are'able to
bring tngecher such d..Ttfnt aemborn for a close discussion*

The subscription of R.'0/s: for the currant year 1974 is due. Those
members who have not yet paid are requested to do so. Cheques may
be drawn in favour of ilr* Zefar Futahally cr Mrs. L. Nilikanta in
whose name our Account stands.

* * * *

00RRESTONIEKCE

'Identification of Flvcatehers'

I refer to D.K. Vaidya's query about a ?lycatcher-described by him
in your February 1974 Newsletter (p. 6 & 7)- The description tallies
mostly with that of Iayard's Flycatcher (lvu3Ciaapa muttui muttui)
which is a rarely seen though regular vinter visiter to Sri.Ianka
from the Eastern Ilijnalayas, where it broods, "r. Vaidya's description
dees not-tally with that of the ^3rown Fl-catch-jr, it has only a 'white

ring around the large aye, and this is not even very noticeable,
which I have observed on quite a number of occasions in Sri Ia.aka

during the winter nontho* The Iayard'3 Flycatcher in a retiring and
shy bird. It isj however, not normally found in c'ry scrub vegetation,

but along forest-fringed rive.rs or shady places of heavy vegetation
near water. Jn Sri IenJra we have regular reports oi~i"t3 presence -in

winter from e tea estate at ooout 4,000 ft,, elevation, which' is

•

heavily overgrown with shade trees* Thia area "normally receives much
rainfall in winter, but i3 very Cry in summer.

. . Th. ?/. Hoffmann.

•Porivli rational Bark'

I visited, after o long time, the BoriTll National IVrk, entering
from the Harol r.pproach. Walking along the lulsi Pipe about two.
miles away from the Ifcer Ihrk we -cicountercu a number ot "ouths
giving chase to a hare, trying to kill it -.:ith the holp of sticks
end catapults*

later in the day we picnicked at a spot about two hundred metres
away towards the hill, opposite culvert "o« 23* At .".bout 3 p.m.
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wq wore cpuroached by a policeman rnd o olain clothed nan, porhape

a warden, ribo warned us that it was dcngerous to vender out of

sight of the road, as the area \&a infested by ruffians vho might

attack end rob visitors.

I suggest that the whole rroa be -c-closed rnd visitore allowed

only cgainat payment for which c ticket would be issued. Any

person not rble to produce ticket or s legitimate reason for

his iTresence should be taken in custody,

(Dr.) A.M. Tyab;Ji.

'An Appreciating Attempt'

It was a common technique for the last few decades, though con-

fiifid to the areas adjoining Calcutta Zoo Garden at Alipur, to

capture migratory winter visitors at the t>ools.

Poachers fly large kites with the help of nylon thread which

carry number of fishing hooks, tied one efter mother serially

from top to bottom for certain lengths ot certain altitudes.

Ductal & teals get entangled vftile returning to their roosting

cround in the evening.

Recently it was noticed by I'd. Safiullah, »\L.A. '"est ^ngal
Assembly \*io drew attention immediately to the concerned ruthori-

ties for necessary action. The police rushed in rnd rounded up

the culprits, who were later produced before the District Magis-

trate, at D.M. Court and were punished by being fined.

R.IJ. Tukherjee
Zoological Survey of India

S.V. Wilatenta
Editor, Tewsletter far Birdwatchers
32A, CD. Barfivjala rarg,
Andheri, BOMBAY 400 058.
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THE CHRCN0ICGICA1 TE-T-SINSE B BIRDS.

Dr.. Salim All.

No-one who matches bixda long and closely enough can fail to be

struck by the extreme punctuality end rhythm in their normal daily

movements and functions such as feeding and watering at favourite

spots, and' roosting. Two soecific incidents 3tand out in my memory

from a long row of similar experiences, during the winter of 1946,

while collecting birds in the Kiahmi Hills of Arunachal Pradesh,

was on the special lookout for a lergc kingfisher that had been

described to rae from the same general locality e3 enigmatical, by

a knowledgable British ornithologist v/hils on war service a few

years previously. One evening, just around sunset, I had strolled

up to a rustic bridge over a thickly nooded forest stream and as I

wa3 idly casting about with the binoculars, caught a fleeting

glimpse through the shrubbery of a large kingfisher which could

have answered my friend'n description. It came coursing purpose-

fully up the stream, passed under the bridge and disappeared in a

flash round a bend, leaving me kicking myself far not being quick

enough with the gun. '.The next evening I again strolled up t0 .™6

bridge, this time without a {run and no thought of the possibility

of seeing that kingfisher there again. However, at about the same

time as oreviously the bird came dashing up the stream, under the

bridge, and gone again behind the bend. I looked at my watch; it
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was a few minutes to 6 - about the exact time as yesterday. I then

suspected that the bird probably followed the same routine every

day, maybe' to roost somewhere upstream, and decided to try and

intercept it. However, according to pre-arranged programme I had

to shift camp next morning, therefore it ths not until a week later

that the place could be visited again. I was curious to know if

that kingf isher was still about so - but without any serious hope -

I got to the bridge again before sunset. <7hile wondering whether

it would appear at the appointed time, the bird flashed into view

through the shrubbery. Before I could think of raising the gun,

however, the bird was under the bridge, out the other side, and

away behind the bend, lly watch showed that it was exactly the same_

time, 'to the minute, ae on the previous occasion. I now teew what
"

to do. Next evening I was at the bridge betimes. Two 'minutes before

3TA I undid the safety catch and waited in readiness. Sure enough
t

the bird appeared "on the dot, and a lucky snap-shot ,"-ust as it '

cleared the bridge changed his future addros3 far ever after to C/o

Bombay Natural History Societyi In the fading light and forest

interior the bird did look, as claimed by the reporter, rather blue

and intriguing as it flashed past, but on closer examination it

turned out to be nothing more exciting then a Himalayan Pied King-

fisher - the eastern form, guttulata, which is darker and more

slaty than the western.

Cn this same Nlshmi expedition, my companion Dr. Dillon Ripley was

anxious to secure a specimen cf the large Pied Hcrnbill. On two

separate afternoons during the previous week I had noticed a pair

of these great birds noisily winging their v«y above the forest
canopy well within shot gun range across an open glade on a hilltop,

evidently towards their roost. I casually mentioned this to Dr. Bipley

and suggested his going up to a certain point and awaiting their ar-
rival at 4 p.m. 'sharp on any day.' Dr. Ripley was inclined to be

Justifiably facetious about the precisian -af the time table, but
^

happening to be in that neighbourhood a couple* of days later thought

no harm in trying. When the birds did show up punctually on sche-
dule he was so taken aback that he missed with both barrels - at

least brought back no harnbill to the camp! But perhaps my most

memorable experience of the astonishing sense of chronological time

possessed by birds was recently in Bikaner. The famous Cajner lake,

situated about 16 miles from the city, is renowned as c watering
plane in winter far the migratory Imperial or Blackbellied Sendgrouse

( Pterocles crientalis ) from miles of ihe desert around. In pre-

Independence days it used to be the- venue <tf barbaric ' prestige '

_

shoots by the rulers of Eikaner for the .entertainment of Viceroys,

Governors and suchlike, and several thousand birds were often slau-

ghtered in c single day's shotting. Vnen visiting the place last

January far observation and photography we were informed by game

department officials that the birds would ccme* to the water punc-
^

tua-Uy at 9.15 a.m., and advised us to be sure and be 'in our eeat3

within the shooting butts a few minutes before that time." '".hen we
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arrived at the lake at 8.45/ In somewhat sneering disbelief , the
sky was clear with net a sandgrouse in eight in the air or the'
-round right up to the horizon. This continued till 9 o' clock, *

by which tine I had begun to have serious doubts whether any birds
would come at all! However, things began to happen soon' after.

""

The first pack of 4 or 5 scouts arrived as if to reconnoitre the
ground 7 ulnutes after 9. They circled over the drinking place
-nd disappeared towards the desert, fresently small parties and *

larger flocte stfrtod converging on the lake from all directions -
at first 'in tens ;-n& twenties, then thirties end fifties, then'
hundreds, and then apparently thousands. Ifcr 9.15 - the promised '

peak - the air became trick with 'clouds' of sandgrouse, arriving,
milling around, and departing - there being not less than 2 to 3
thousand thirsty birds deBCfinding-tb' *c ooter at- a tto&,.-Jostling
and leap-frogging to gain vantage points. Some alighted directly
in the shallows, others on the damp edge whence they shuffled down
to vede in belly deep. Soon bird tcok a few hurried sips end was
off again in a matter of seconds, making way for the swarm upon
swarm that kept coming fran 10 to 15 miles ar more of the desert
around. The traffic continued fast and furious far the next 15 **'

minutes then gradually tapered off till by S.45 it all but ceased,
only o few belated packs arriving intermittently thereafter, and
hurriedly drinking and departing- So completely was the sky clear
again that a birdwatcher coming only 5 minutes later would scarcely
believe the hectic scene enacted here .just a few moments before.
Catering of Imperial Sandgrouse is certainly one of the most impres-"
sive ornithological sights in India or, for that matter, perhaps eny-
where in the world, "n experience like this leaves one marvelling
at the nature of the in-fcuilt timing mechanism which can activate

. a bird with such miraculous precision.

OUR BIRD-WATCHING CAPERS IN KASHMIR.

Dr. Miss Goolcheher D. Coyaji ft Dr. Miss Shaheda Handy.

We decided to have "a vacation in Kashmir, to which place we repaired
in April this year. Never having been there previously, we were r
rather excited and looking forward to it. Both of us being interested
in bird-watching, we went armed with binoculars and Salim All's
"Book of Indian Birds". That was really a good thing because we
found Kashmir a veritable bird-watchers paradise.

In all, we 3aw over 40 different varieties of birds. The rail
travel from Bombay to Delhi, and Dehli to" Jammu itself afforded'
us the pleasure of seeing the Kite, Eagle, Black tt'ongo, Pigeon,
Indian Robin, "Bank Vtyna, Sarus Crane, the Common Green Bee-eater
and the Slaty-headed Scijnitar Babbler. We saw the Sarus Ciane
near a village hut, very close to people. (it is said that the
Sarus Crane is so respected by people that the bird has no fear
of human*.

)
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At Srinagsr we were thrilled with daily sights of the Rufous- "

backed Shrike, the Small Blue Kingfisher, the Hoopoe, the Vtoite-
cheeked Eulbul and the Common Swallow. Ctte could say that after
Crow, tyroa, and Sparry, the Hoopoes were the most commonly seen '

birds at Srinagar. We saw them usually in pairs, sometimes singly,
on the ground hitting hard Into it with their long and powerful
bill3 to. dig cut the worms. Warily, we could approach them to
within six feet. There were a large number of KLackbirds, and
Starlings to be seen an open grounds and parks. The latter we"
could identify only after reference to other books. The Star-
lings were seen In flocks en tiie ground and quite often, along
with Blacltbirds, Sparrows and Itynas. Vfaen perched on a tree branch,
this bird often, showed a peculiar shivering movement of its bedy.

One of the 'amusing asides to our bird-watching antics, was that
we kept going to a bobk-flhop several times (in turns) to refer
to the "Birds of Kishmir". To the shop-fceeper we had to make a
show of interest in buying the book. With the result that after
3 or 4 times we had to abandon this trickl

There were several seen in particular locations. At the bank of
the river Jhelum, it was very interesting to observe Little £gr»t,
the Grey Heron and (possibly ?) the Tern; the former two nesting
together m large trees there. It was interesting to Observe that
these birds had their nests together on the large trees. In the
parks we 3aw, among others, the Grey Tit, the Golden Oriole and'
few varieties of birds which we could not identify at that time,
but subsequently did; — the Goldfinch, the RosefInch and the
xellowfronted Pied "oodpecker. The Goldfinches were seen in groups,"
feeding on the ground along with sparrows and once with a F.osefinch.
We had occasion to observe the Rosefinch only once and that only
the male (rose-coloured). Among the parks we visited, was the Golf
course, where avid golfers kept shouting to the two girls armed
with binoculars, to get out of their wayi Several times we saw
the ?lng Dove arnmg the lovely Chinar trees.

Throughout cur stay in Srlnagar, we were surprised end amused by
the calls of two very common birds of India. The *$mas were so

'

plentiful and loud that we were at times bothered by their con-
stant chatter. Also ri#it at the outset we saw what appeared to
us as orows — but with a difference. Obey were slightly smaller
that the House Grow, had a short but sharp bill end no grey colour
on the neck. It also had a peculiar guttural call. We called it "

the abnormal crow', till we finally identified it as the Jackdaw.

We were thrilled with our shikora rides into the marshy land. Here
we saw the Millard duck, the Shoveller, numerous Small Hlue King-"
fishers and were thrilled to seo for the first, time the Pied King-
fisher (on the Kagin Lake). The large Pied Wagtail was seen in
many places — in parks, particularly at Char Chinar, as well £S
on the banks of the river Jhelum, and at times on our house-toat
on the Itel lake.



Baring die of our tripe to the Golf Course (in Srinagar), we
were thrilled to discover a Hoopoe nest in a tree hole. It was
r.bout 4 feet from the ground. "In it we sow'six eggs and took one
out to study it. It was small, about 3 ems. in length, and oval
in shape. Ihlike the description given in TThe Book of Indian
Birds 1 it was pale greenish grey in colour. The behaviour of the
Hoopoe pair was rather interesting. From some distance we could
see one Hoopoe (Tmale), bring in a worm for the other in the nest
(?femalaj. As we approached closer they flew away end the pair
would not return to the nest for some time after we had replaced
the egg, but watched warily from a distance. Hach later, to our
relief, we saw one back at its nest*

In great anticipation we once took a trip to the "Chidya Ghar".
thinking it to be some kind of bird sanctuary or at least an
aviary. But what did we find? A museum with a rather shabby col-
lection of terrible looking stuffed birds.1 However, the fringe
benefits were in the farm af real birds in the gardens of the
museum*

On our excursion to the Shankracharya S3Q1 we saw, among other
birds previously seen, the ?.lue Rock Thrush and the~Collared
Qishchat. At Harwan Reservoir we saw a pretty blackish coloured
bird with a chestnut coloured tail which it kept wagging most of
the time. It was the size of a sparrow. The female lacked the
chestnut tail, but had a black tail with a white rump. This bird
we later identified as the Plumbeous Redstart. A somewhat similar
bird, but larger and with a white streak of feathera over "its
head was seen by a stSeam in Gulmarg. This was the White-capped
Redstart. At Gulmarg we a la saw Cinnamon Tree Sparrows, and a
shrike like bird, slightly smaller than a bulbul, grey in colour,
having a white spot over each wing and a white streak over each
eye. This bird we have not been able to identify to dote.

Be gave the name "Crested Tit 1
' to c bird we saw at lahmlgam, and

later at Gulmarg. It was smaller than, but very similar to the
Grey Tit, but with greyish underperts and a prominent black crest,

-later we learnt it was the Black Tit. ' e were fascinated to watch
a pair of Slack Tits build their nest among the stones in a road
embankment, (toe (?male) was tearing at the grass end bringing
bits of it to the nest site, while the other (?femsle) was sitting
close by on c branch watching. Cnce the bird building the nest
was unable to find its site, end the other one guided it to the
P
^v

e
;-i

At Sonamar« *• Bcw a sparrow sized bird, buff grey coloured
with black and white stripes on the head, and yellow and black
streaks on the wings; which we later identified as the "astern
Meadow Bunting.
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We had/unique experience of seeing 14 different varieties of birds,

just sitting in one spot in half an hour- This was in the garden of

the hotel in Achhabal. Though the variety of species included the

Crow, ?yna and Sparrow we felt it was a rather uncommon experience.

They were the following: the Crow, Indian Jtyna, House Sparrow, Pied

Wagtail, Grey Tit, Small Blue Kingfisher, Goldfinch, Plunboous Red-
start, Black rtrongo, Blackbird, Starling, Hoopoe, Rufous-bscked

Shrike, and the White Cheeked-Bulbul.

p/e found our trip very reqarding towards the en<? we had. two special

bonuses I On our way to lahalgam, in the gardens at Hj'^antg, "v.o

suddenly 3aw o beautiful scarlet end black slender bird flitting

among the branches of a tree — the Scarlet I'dnivet which we both
identified immediately though we had never seen one befcre. Soon

after v/e saw the female toot bright yellcw and black. Once cgnin

we saw the Scarlet i ir.lvet — in the otr this tlae — during cur

bus journey from Srinagar to Jammu. Oa our last-fcut-cne day in
flr- nngar re were just resting on a wall by the roadside and we

happened to look up at the Chinar trees (by now this looking vp
at trees had become a constant habit with usl ); rnd lo rnd behld,

a rale laradise Flycatcher beautifully hovering rnd twisting and

turning between two trees.

Cur trip was rounded off with a '.Thitebreanted Kingfisher and a
beautiful Blue Jay seen on cur return journey frrm Crinagar to
Jammu, and c Chestnut-headed Bee-Eater, lILack ""'inged Stilts and"

Ited-^vattled lapwings seen on the v.ay from Jammu to ttelhi. Cancel-
lation of trains which necessitated our return to Bombay by air,
perforce put an end to further bird watching.

* * # *

RANDCM BIRDS.

Winston Creado.

I am afraid this article, though brief,- Is long overdue, but having
resolved to make *a report on certain fcird observations, I must set
it down before it is altogether too l&te. I would lixe to start with
!*he birds of Juhu :-

O.i the 21st September last year, I observed the Wryneck in my garden.
At first I had difficulty in deciding whether I was looking at a
srako or a lizard, or a bird - so reptilian in form and colouring
a.:l patterning and movement was this bird; at length, however, I - .,

decided that it was a bird and having so decided, proceeded to idenr
tify it without more ado.
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Ir fie rfcember, too, I saw a typical falcon in my garden which was
ratter like a Ianner Falcon exciting to see this sensuously sleak
eiJ streamlined bird, and thrilling to watch it streak acrcas the
flaming vertex of Hie noonday sun.

The Verditar flycatcher made a brief stopover here in November.

Also, about November, I observed the first Pied Mynas (a pair),
in Juhu, although they seemed to be already quite common slightly
further east in Vile Parle, Sion and Chembur.

^~In November, Rosy Rasters Csturnus roseus ) are
quite common - the rose colour being just off-
white, tfaless one looks for the orbital skin
around the eyes, one is likely to mistake the
Rosy Pastor, at a casual glance, far a Pied Myna
C.S. contra ). - Ed.^7

In March, on a visit to the swamps that borders the JtJhu A . -port,
I saw flocks of Grey Wagtails and immense swarms of Kenfcien Hovers,
apart frcm the egrets and other waders In wnter plumage^ I cvppose
the wagtails and plovers were flattening up far their ndgrr.tary
trips - at any rate.

Pushp Raj (my dog - who is also a bird lover) afforded me r -very
spectacular view of these birds as he kept charging Into t? ?ir
midst, like an heraldic white stallion, and stirring them &$ into
immense wheeling fluttering swarms.

In the garden of the Somaya Press at Sion, in addition to "i e
Pied Ifynas, I also observed on several occasions a greyisl "ulue
flycatcher, which was shaped just like a black naped b-lue -march
but had a grey blue head and a brownish back. It was rela* u-ely
tame and allowed a very close approach, nevertheless, it never
took me into its confidence, as to what species it exactly .-.as.

A GLEANING.

Thomas Gay.

Hhila reading the much-loved English classic of Pishing, fi aak
Walton's "The Compleat Angler", I came on the following :-

-•• Mich of this has been observed by tying a riband, or sue
known tape or thread, In the tail of some young Salmons, watch
have been taken in weirs as they have swlmmed towards the salt
water, and then by taking a part of them again with the knoi.-n

mark at the same place at their return from the sea , which is
usually about six months after; arc! the like experiment he ;h
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been tried upon young swallows, who have, after six monchs' absence,
been observed to return to the same chiianey, there to make their
nests and habitations for the summer following.

"The Compleat Angler" was written in A.D. 1653, so that the above
is a very early instance of scientific "banding". Does any reader
know of any earlier instance ?

# * * * *

AN APHAI

Editorial Note by K.S, Iavkumar.

Iteter Jackson, Director of Information World Wildlife Fund, Merges
gives us the good news about Sultanpur lake being made into a Sanctuary.

I em happy and shall make it a point to visit it when I next am in
Delhi.

Jeter JackBOn writes "And so Sultanpur became a Sanctuary for the

birds, and far the pleasure of man". How I would like to ask one

question, would similar sanctuaries be set up with such commendable

alacrity if such appeals are made to State Governments and the Prime
Minister by an ordinary Indian ? Well let me try.

Since I am a Gujarati, I shall speak fcr Gujarat test, why? I do not
wish to be considered a "Ttovincialist". So, I would like to send

my appeal right across the country to Orissa and urge the State
Government to declare the islands of the Chilka Lake a bird Sanctuary.
I had the privilege of making a survey of the lake for the 3.N.R.S.
as a site suitable for bird-landing. What I saw astounded me. If

any spot can be developed into a recreational area, Oiilkn can un-
doubtedly be so. Here there is magnificent scenery, plenty of space
for houseboats,- water-skiing, sun-fcrthing end plenty of birds.

Calcutta, a teeming metropolis is only a night's journey by rail,
the main railway from Calcutta to Madras skirts the western share
af the lake as does the highway providing easy assess.

During winter there are h-:ge floete of Flamingos, and I saw a flock
of lesser Flamingos as well. Ducks of all species are in myriads
and one has to see the density of Brahminy Duck to believe; nowhere

else apart from Tibetan lakes can so many of them be 3een. I also
recorded the Sheldduck here. The mudflats are teeming with waders,

.Grey Plovers, Stints, Ruff and Reeves, Blacktailed Godwits being
the commonest among others, -here were several species of Gulls,

Sandpipers and Wagtails. A large fenyan tree was full of Grey-
headed tynahs, Bulbuls, and other terrestrial birds and in the

topmost bough was a huge nest of a pair of Vfcitebellied Sea Eagles.

Another pair of these fine eagles nested on another large tree on

an adjacent island. I wonder where one can hope to see two White-
bellied Sea Eagles, a Tallas Fishing Eagle, an Imperial Bagle, a
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T-v.vny Sagle, an Osprey, a Brahminy Kite and rsrlah Kites all
perched in a row along a mud embankment . Well, I have seen such

ri_\it en an island in the middle of the lake.

".here else would Tlntail he so numerous as to make the soil
charged with dropping as concentrated as in a duck farm. This
precisely is whet I found on the same island which is unique
in that it is surrounded by a high pallisade by local fisher
folk which can be used far siting observation hides. Sitting in
these one can watch and photograph the congregations of birds on
the marshy island- Those pallisades and their fish traps are a
feature of the Chilte and so the birds accept them and cone quite
close.

I could go on writing about the wonderful potentials of the Chiltaa
suffice here to say that here we have a location far recreation,
shikar and sanctuary, closely interwoven with the normal lives
of the local people, and a magnificent situation for a bird-band-
ing station to study movements of waterblrds on the eastern sea
board.

On the sandunes separating the lake actually a lagoon - from the
sea are dense stands of Casaurina trees and the area could become
habitat far Spotted Deer.

This then Is my appeal No. 1 and may the World Wildlife Fund and
the IUCN heed my piping cry and magnify it into a bugle blast to
reach the ears of those who can wove the magic wand.

w
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*ay I correct a small linguistic error in the extremely interesting

article, appearing in our "ay issue, contributed by barvashri Vhorpede,

Veronese and Mollik.

At the top of page 3 occur words vhich show the authors to have relied

on the basic rule of Latin that "nouns ending in a are feminine,"

Actually there are exceptions to this rule! e.g., "nauta \or,

"navito") meaning o sailor, "poeto" meaning a(male or female J poet,

ard "agricolo" meaning a former ^always, in itoman^days, male*;

"-onticolo" is evidently analogous with "ogricol'n and pimply moans

"a chop who liv^o op a mountain", «0T" o mouitain maid . There is

no form "pgricol.s" or "raonti coles".

Whether the authors of the Latin language devised these exceptions

for the fun of tripping up future generations of schoolboys Us
they hove often done) 1 cannot soy; but l am sure they woulc have

felt proud to have snored such birds as Choruade s nndurensis ond

his two companions.

Thomas <>oy.

* *

Nesting Material of comnon °oya (Ploceous pay li plane). There is a

small palm tree near some plantain trees in our riverside colony.

It is a regular nesting tree for the Bayas- When they build their

nests, they simply fly to the nearest plantain tree, sit on the

mid-rib of the leaf, get a stran' 1 in their beak, execute o little

dance, by which a thin strip is torn off transversely and then

fly off to their respective nests.

S.A. mentions strips of paddy leaf and rough edged glosses as the

usual materials in his Book of Andian Birds-

This may be of interest to others.
M.R.&ay.

S.V. Nilokanto

Editor, Newsletter for Birdwatchers

32A, CO. Barfiwola *arg

Anrtheri, B0I3AY 400 058.
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BIRDWATCHING AT KCDMKAKAI PDTMEY H3US.

Rev. A. Navarro, S.J.

During the October 1972 vacations, a friend of mine and myself,

both greatly interested in bird-wstching spent most of the time

at Shembaganur i' Kodaikanal), our main purpose being bird-watching

in that area. In general, the weather at the southern India hill

stations during the month of October is most unpredictable. In

fact, during our short stay in Shembagarur, the whole of the

Pulney Hills were almost ell the time covered with mist and fog.

¥ow and then, there were a few showers with long intervals or

spells of drizzling rain. This is, indeed, the most unfavourable

condition for pleasant bird-watching. Besides, with these clima-

tic conditions, even the visibility rras almost nil.

Since we found it rather baring to remain indoors all day long,

being surrounded as we were, on ^11 sides of Ifte settlement by

such fine panoramic sights, forests rich with exuberant eucalyp-

tus and at the same time, rich plantations of coffee, bananas

and fruit trees, we were very hopeful that at the sightseeing

spots, we would witness bettsr spells of favourable weather. So,

we ventured into the forest end our hope r*»s often rewarded with

some interesting bird-watching sprees.
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One of the peculiarities of the local avianfauna of the Pulney

Hills is 12ie abundance and variety of Bulbuls. Our collection

at St. Xavier's High School Museum includes the following eight

varieties of Bulbuls collected precisely from this area.

The Greyheaded Bulbul

The Rubythroated Yellow Bulbul

The Southern Redwhiskered Bulbul

The Redvented Bulbul

The '"hite-browed Bulbul

The South India Black Bulbul

The Yellow-browed Bulbul

The VJhitecheeked Bulbul

Pynonotus priocephalus

" nelanicterus

" jocosus

" cafer

" luteolus

Vypslpetes ganeesa

11 indiarrus

Pycnonotus leucogenys

Coi'^ on with our travel, we soon discovered that while strolling

up end down the main roads and the side roads, there were long

stretches of these roads covered with heavy foliage. These, we

felt, were ideal spots for birdwatching*

I will first give an account of the large birds we came across

"

as they nere relatively very few. Their names are as follows t-

The Malabar GreyHarribill ., the Red Spur Fowl,

the Serpent Eagle, the Ifelherne's Golden Backed

7/oodpecker, the Common Pariah Kite, the Molted

'ood Owl

and a few Hawks we could not properly identify. With the excep-

tion of the Woodpeckers and the Velvetfrcnted ^thatches that

were seen in pairs, most of the other birds were seen in small

flocks of thair own species. Such flocks could often be seen

fusing together fcr some tijne forming large miscellaneous noisy

groups. Then they would suddenly disintegrate (break up) and

each flock would go its own way. V.hen trying to understand the

purpose of such group behaviour, we came to the conclusion that

it may have been for the sake of food nore than for self protec-

tion as the number of predators was very limited. It may also

have been that the lack of light because of the long hours of

mist, rain and heavy fog, made it not an easy task far the birds

to find their food.

We found the most common bird to be the Yellow Bulbuls, the

Red-whiskered Bulbuls, the Red-vented Bulbuls, the Black

Bulbuls, the White Bellied Drongos, the Quaker Babblers, the

Scimitar E-bblsrs, the Flycatchers, the ^hite 3yes and the

Flower Peckers. Tie Yellow Bulbuls were almost absent in the

foothills but plentiful at the 1300 metres altitude amongst
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the middle size trees and bushes combined with creepers. 2h
their behaviour, they r*ere constantly and cheerfully uttering
their sharp calls 'Cthick Cthick' repeated t-vo or three tiites
in succession. These have often been associated with Red
Whiskered Bulbuls, Quaker Babblers and Ioras. The Black Bulbuls
were widely distributed all over the forest from 1300 metres
upto the summit of the hills and for the nost part, they con-
fined thenselves constantly to tall trees. T would consider them
to be the best singers amongst the Bulbuls. They were the first
birds we could hear early in the morning. Their calls and songs

'

were short and brief but they were, at the same time, so melodi-
ous that people thought them to be thrushes' songs.

The ^ite-bellied Erongos were seen in small noisy parties keep-
ing constantly to the taller trees. In the eucalyptus forest some
of the oldest trees were on an average 115 f^et high and at such
a height the white-bellied ~rongos could often be found. Through-
out the forest the warbling duets of the Scijnitar Babbler could
be heard rather frequently. '3iey were seen in pairs and seldom
associated with other birds. Ve found the laughing Thrush of the
Pulney Hills moving silently in small flocks among the low bushes
and undergrowth in the company of ."lycatchers, -lien taken by sur-
prise they used to flit away^to the nearest bush uttering a loud
musical shout - calls of three or four notes. At other times,
they were seen in pairs following each other with a very low and
soft whispering sort of chatter.

We also came across five varieties of flycatchers. The ttilgiri
Blue Flycatchers seem to be very shy birds, "e saw quite a lot
of them along the rivulats and nallas where there was plenty of
brush (thickovor). They seem "to have a preference for shady spots
and now and then they were heard to utter soft 'tick tick 1 calls.
V.'e also chanced to surprise the little beautiful Black and Grange
Flycatcher on several occasions near nallas and pretty shady spots*
These two flycatchers wore seldom seen associating with other
birds. The Greyheaded Flycatcher was the most commonly seen of
the flycatchers. It could be seen and heard everywhere. It often
mixed with other parties of small birds. Sometimes, it was elono
but even so, it was always on the wing cheerfully singing its
songs pnd calls thet were long, loud End pleasant. A few of these
flycatchers were seen at the foothills but most of them ?/ere found'
about 1500 metres high rnd even upto the summit of Kodaikanal City,
They are essentially forest birds, nevertheless their location
within the same environment changes slightly. The Orey-headed Ply-
catcher is usually seen flying from branch to branch throughout
the foliage of tall trees ^nd creepers. The Black end Orange Ply-
catchers are more often seen omongst the thick undergrowth plong
the ground. The Vilgiri Blue flycatchers 's position seems to be
nbout half way between the Grey Headed and the Black end Orange
Flycatchers. The Spotted Frntail Flycatcher was located on the
foothills pnd lower elevations. Once only did we see the Jaradise

;catchers at 1600 metres' r.ltitude flying through the eucalyptus?&
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The White Syes, the Flower Peckers and Orange ?'dnivets are all
arboreal birds. Ve saw them at the lower altitudes but we
noticed they were more abundant at a higher altituie. Flocks
of White lyes seem to be found in all types of forest; they
keep constantly on the move wilfa their monotonous call of Chee-
chee-chee. They become mere noisy late in the evenings. The
NUgiri Flower Peckers, 113ce the vtoite 3yes, were constantly
flying, sometines in pairs, at other times singly, from tree
to tree with their incessant typical calls, '•he Orange Vlnivets
were seen in smell flocks constantly moving from tree to tree,
not like the "finite ^yes flying - the whole flock together - but
more like the ssven sisters following oach other at very short
intervals. "Tiey vrere often found associating with Bulbuls, " hite
^yes and Sunblrds. Re never saw a Green Barbet though we were
ourious enough to follow thee when we heard the echoes of his
calls across the nearest hills and ravines. They were heard
systematically rbout three times n day, morning, nocnand late
in the evening, "arely did we aee the ; hifrfeling Thrush. At most
we saw it on three occasions et '2000 metres altitude end once
ct the foothills with tiie ''hite-fchroated Oround Thrush.

Cn the open grounds, fruit orchards and coffee and banana plan-
tations the following birds were observed. The Hufous Backed
Shrike was seen conspicuously perching on top of tall bushes
or half dry branches* How and then it \7ps heard uttering its

typical harsh calls. Small flocks of jungle Mynaa and Toseringed
Parakeets were seen near villages and settlements. The Yellow
and Grey Vagtails were seen slong the roads and open patches

of srass. Ey the side roads and embankments, we observed the

Indian Robins, a few Pied Bush Chats and Magpie Robins. On just

a few occasions we found the Seven Sisters in the forest. M
tijies, the perties were (group was) on the neve hopping throurh
the undergrowth ond utterirg a very soft and low squeaking call;

at other tines, they were seen silently crossing the open roads.

In the College (Shembaganur ) ^rden, the Spotted funia were
building their nests at the top of e casuarine about thirty

feet from the ground. As we hid tine to notice (©bserve) their
work in progress, we noticed that the material collected for

the purpose was not carried in o single flight from ground to
nest but by stages. First the nundtae wore stopping at the lower

branches pnd then with a short flight moved to a higher branch.

The whole process of reaching the nest was being done by four

or five shiftings from branch to branch until they reached their

nests.

A few pate of 1'ilgiri Swallows were constantly entering the

College compounds and flying freely along the open galleries

sometimes perching for c long time on n few old nests; at olfcer

times they t-ore restii^ ut suitable pieces but nevertheless they

were post unconcerned rbout the people iyoing about this way and

that.
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Not every day but often in the evenings i'e could see flocks of
Strirtod SvjcUows on the open revinos facing the plains- They
were silently hawking back and forth for insects. At the foot-
hills wo noticed small colonies of Crested Swifts resting along
the electric wires rt the entrance of c thick pr.tch of forest.

Thus far goes our experience on this outing.

* * * #

SCME DIVERSE OBSERVATIONS.

Ananta Mltra.

I. A team of IICN came to Calcutta in November, 1969- The
members Inspected the Salt lake area near Calcutta and

approved the State Government's scheme to set up a bird sanctuary
in a portion of the great swamp. Naturalists of the country ere
eagerly awaiting the implementation of the Scheme-

Co 17-12.1972 myself and my Senior Sri P.K. Sen Gupta had
been observing birds in the Southern region of the Swamp in Kotun
-Deara.

The bird-population was rather poor that year. Purple
Moarhen (Porrhyrio parphyrioj , Ped Wattled lapwing (Vane litis

indicus ) t end Common Snipes (Capella sallinago ) were in numbers.
Other birds were Purple Heron (Ardea purpureaT, "lack-headed
Shrike (lanius nasutus ). Striated Marsh Warbler (Me^alarus pclus-

trus), etc.

We were moving plong the elevated pathways dividing the
swamp. Prom o distance my Senior sighted a vhite bird on the top
of a tall Inga Dulcis tree.

*"
re cautiously approached the perch

and were delighted to identify it as c Black-winged I'ite (planus
caeriiT.eus_) . "e wish to record that in course of our observation
in this area for the l?st 10 years, this species had never been
sighted previously or afterwards by us.

On our way back we encountered the Ibllas Pishing Eagle
(ilaliaeetus leucoryphus )- A pcir had taken up residence in a large
Samanoa Saman tree overlooking the swamp with dazzling big eyes
and curved beaks they were majestic.

II. On 25-2.1973 both of us visited ^thtola garden ebout 25 km
South of Calcutta. The spring had just set in. The vild

clercdendron £nd citrus flowers with their sweet fragrance were
in bloom. There were bird-calls and songs from all directions.
1!he r.ost striking songs were from the lagpio Eobin (Copsychua
snularis ). They seemed to be in raptures. I followed one nole
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Robfn for about fifteen mirarces end noted three sets of melodies

fran him. i-Tan a perch in a Jcmbul tree he was untiringly repeat-

ing one or other of the following notes-- :-

a) Bollic - Chik-Chik-Chik-Chil: - Hulk-

b) Tulli - Tulli - Tulli - Chiktulli - Chiktulli -

Chiktulli - Ichui - Bichichu - Clchichu - Ich.

c) "oineh -• Hoinch - I-I-I - Itu - Itu - Itu - Tutui - Tutui«

I had never before encountered such p phenomenon, '"he notes might

be pongs or minder ies.

Ill, In the very garden on 13-1-1974 I came across a number of

Slack-naped Blue Flycatchers (ifonarcha szurea ).

They were in a playful mood with lively short calla md
fanning cf taila- There was a shallow ditch with motionless water

?;t below a mango grove. >'y cttei-tion was drawn by a sharp sound

bird diving into that water. I thought it to be c Common

kingfishers lut to ny surprise I found that two rorarcha ;- zureas

were taking their dips in the '.:at-:r- It was on amusing sight.

They were alternately making their sallies into the water from

vinch about 8 feet high, '""he birds were just dipping in and

eneiging back in the same line on to the perch. As the one was

snaking off the water fron the rings She other took the plunge.

I started at my watch and note.T six such dives at an interval

of every half minute.

* # :: * * *

SOfE FH21E CHARACTERISTICS OF B3KP-S

.

- Jore-

It appears certain ways of life are peculiar to some species of

birds. Rook pigeons (Columba livia ), as common as they are (in

Bombay), are found frequently fighting each other doggedly on

flat sur^sces like roof tops. Yet I have never seen one attacking
another when they are in flight. Curiously enough, aoraetimea I

have had occasion tc see a 3mall bird like house sparrow (fasser

donest icus ). not a better flier, attacking a flying rock pigeon,

tho 7tatter being apparently unable to fight back speeds up to

get away from the tiny one. ..hat lacks in rock pigeons when they
on wing needs some explanation inasmuch as their flight for

ull appearance is well-directed and forceful. Orongos, wagtails

and many others strictly fight on wings- In the case of crows
oxd house sparrows this disci loarat ion is absent; -hey aie found
fighting in both the situations.
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I-ode of fighting *:lso differs in the case of certain virds«
Hock pigeons employ their wings to beat and push back their
opponents* Other birds also aeem to have their own peculiarities*

Once I found a golden ariol drenching itself by flying through
wet clusters of leaves of a Pongem tree- 't the same time in the
same tree a copper-smith bird (T'e&alaima haemacephala ) chose to
creep through these clusters of leaves to rchieve the same end*
last year, at Erichur, I saw e small bird of bul-bul's size drop-
ping into shallow end slow-flowing waters of a sweep-irrigation-
duct in a garden. It immediately flew back to a branch of a tree
to shake, preen and drop again. On my appearance, it flew away
and I could not identify the bird.

I feel these field characteristics ere cs helpful marks ps si'c,
shape and colour of a particular bird in identifying it. I xvonder

then vhy they are not incorporated into our field guides to iden-
tify birds in the field.

* * * *

/"Field guides have to v>e limited in size. -Sd^

EDITORIAL:

In the last issue of the "''ewsletter" I had expressed doubts
regarding the accuracy of ?.x. 'Vinston Creado's observations
on the Pied ryna.

I must eat back my words and apologise to :r. Creado.

On the 7th of -July T had parked my car against a gap in the

Perth boundary wall of Santa f-ruz "irport. Prom this position
of vantage a group of us observed a pair of Pied ?^nas feed-
ing beyond a dump of water Hyacinths. 3very few minutes when
one of them secured a grass hopper they flew one behind the

other to some p2ace, which I could not see, and returned.

^ncre were two possibilities. One was that they were nesting
nearby ~nd were taking the insects to feed their young. The

other possibility v;as that they .lust took the insects to a

hard surface like a roof top to batter the prey and arrange
th** rcorsel properly prior to swallowing.
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Contributors of articles and notes are reminded that

every contribution; is appreciated. Sometimes the

editor has to v/ait for the right season to publish

the article- For instance, the»" would be point in

publishing a lengthy description of '..'inter visitors

in the Summer numbers* Also rn attempt has to be nade

to have e suitable mix or variety to make cnch issue

as interesting ns possible.

:•
,
:-

COEBBSPOKDEHCE

.a desired in Editor's comments on my note in Vol.14 (6y,

the clarifications pre ns follows :-

As strted, Pusa Instt. campus is surrounded on all sides by fairly

thickly populated localities of Fr.tel r^gar i.e. Bast, est end

South and Itejit Tagar (on HE of Instt.); Inderpuri <* Taraina (on S;

end Fejinder "agar: old and New and National Physical laboratory

complex with its colony (on :t). Only on one side of this Instt.

some open area of ridge are present. Obviously to these species":

resources of food, roosting end nesting are available more within
this campus (of Instt.) than outside, ihturally "hese factors lead

to what is termed OS 'habitat preference' and hence (as put in the

last pera of the note) "it appears that urbanisation lias caused

concentration of these birds in this campus .

Incidentally it may be pointed out tbet if US t Iter.pt end collect

information oa suggested by Dr. Sclim Ali in 'en cppeal' (July,

1973 issue) end compare the information with some adjoining area

we might reach the same inference, i.a. concentration in open areas

affording habitat preference to these species.

As suggested, I am intending and cm planning out the work to take

up the study no a project. I shall be hnppy if sane one could -ive

an address fror where I can pet coloured rings here for the study.

Observations on associated biota have deep significance in ouch

ecologicel studies. Because often ."long with crops in neighbouring

areas woods grow, ^ese not only afford fcod to birds in times

when fields are barren but have also been shown in certain cases

to harbour insect larvae or rdults 'nd serve aa niternetive host

to posts. Hence these also need control. T"ere too sad incidentally

it may be pointed out that on Indian bird species practically

insignificant information is .available on feeding habit3 on wild

plants etc. and feeding on rlternative foods, because in no place

preferred food is available all the year around. Also the assicis-

tion of prey (insect larvae & pc3t) with associated biota further

deserve attention. On this aspect particularly of predation:
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its basic and subsidiary compor_mts) perhaps todate no study on
any Indian bird species is available deserving a status of com-
prehensive reference guide etc. In fact we younger people should
tcke up some of these studies needing somewhat vigorous field

varl;.

R.K. Bhatnagar.

Far many yc^rs in our garden at Andheri there used to be a Tlabul

tree on which r poir of Purplerumped Sunbirds spent the night.

Every nornir^ when we had our "bed ton" in the Verandah those
birds woke up csA entertained us vj±Mh Q very pleasant 3onc ind

dance. I recall that ti-.c performance started punctually at a

particular time.

3n the evenii^s, a group of HJght Eerons flew over our house
westward towards -Tuhu with loud kwaark kwaark calls. In this
case too, dry efter dry they went punctually et the 'same time.

The Koels - the noisiest of birds - started calling early moral r^
soon after 5.00 a.m. in certain months of the year, and if I had
been r careful observer I mi*;ht have been able to confirm the
exact time of the occurrence of these calls.

Irvkumar's eppeal for Chilka has not been in vain far the Govern-

ment of Crissa have in fact established 8 Committee to ensure

that the lake is roll preserved, and that any development around

borders of thf & te do not interfere with the ecology of this
unique wetland. faval Beys Training "stoblishment which is

being put up at the southern ond of Chilka lake will of course
be en intrusion, but the i

Tavy has "iven firm assurances about
rot causing any disturbance to the waterfowl, and they have in

fact offered to act ce guardians of the entire region so that

poachitg and damage to the hrbit&t in any form is eliminated.

Incidentally, during a recent visit to Ihubaneswar in June I was
struck by the large number of birds in this new capital of Orissa,
and to see how trae thoy were ~nd how unconcerned with the human
population of the town unfortunately established in an crea which
had been c Reserved forest far so nrny decades. Tfcere were tree

pies right in the middle of the city, and sow nn interesting

reennce in progress between three birds. I imagined that two of

then were meles hiving ^n argument over female. Prom time to
tine male ond ferrale flew away to be followed by c disgruntled

suitor who did not giro up easily and continued to be a nuisance

for the half-hour that I was v/atehing this drcna.
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The other birds readily seen in Ihubaneswar were: Pied %nas
(several of them in the process of making their nests, and
flying around with nesting material trailing from their beaks);
Coppersmith; Common Bee-eaters; Common Tynas; ^oseringed Parakeets;
Ashy-wren Tarbler; Tailor Birds; ttedvented Bulbul; Indian Pobin;
BlacMieaded Oriole; Grey Partridge; Colden-^backed Woodpecker;
Whitebreasted Kingfisher and several more, Ihradise Plycatcher,
Blackballed Finch lark end Common Icras. I hod a beautiful sight of a
of a Pied -"ingfisher in "onarak. X would have liked to see more
of tiie birds in the neighbourhood of this famous monument, but
found the erotic sculpture of this architechural rpster-piece
a strong competitor.

Zafax Putehally.
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BIRDWATCHING IN GARHWAL.

S.R. Shah*

In May, 1874, ^7- EDWIN BROOKS (STRAY FEATHERS 1875) did a purely
ornithological exploration from Tehri to Gangotri (Tehri Garhwal).
He followed the pilgrim route from Tehri and strayed very little
into uninhabited areas- In thoee days there were no roads and
buses even upto Herdwar or Hishlkesh. He had no alternative to
walking or riding. Man had not started cutting down forests for
paper pulp, sleepers, or. -co bring them under cultivation. Yet he
speaks of wanton cuttirg down of trees. 'This is the sort of
destruction to be regretted for the valley will never be again
the lovely place it or.ee was". He shot and collected birds. He
enumerates 168 speciee.

A.E. OSMASTON who was a dedicated ornithologist besides being a
Forest Officer in Garhwal between 1910 and 1920, wrote a short
note on birds of Oarhval In 1921 - BKHS Journal VOL. 28. He
described - I like the way he does it - 110 species with interest-
ing details.

In May-June 1 955 Shri Devkumex in a harmonious combination of
ornithology and mountaineering started treking from Chamoli
(C. 3,300'; trekked to TWiath, Kedarnath, Badrinath and high
altitude region (18,000') of Hhauli Ganga, Amrit Ganga end
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Grithl Ganga - the breeding grounds erf quite a number of species.
He describes 135 species in 3.N.H.S. Journal Vol. 53. He also
laments the desolation surrounding the pilgrim route, "he haoked
barren mountain sides, ridges, spurs move him deeply.

In October 1973 v/e (wife and myself) amateur bird watchers - out
simply for pleasures of bird v/atching and trekking - waited about
200 miles in middle altitudes (6,000* to 12,000') in Cangotri,

Kedarnath, Tungnath, Badrinath region. re expected spots like
ftish Kalyan (12,000») ifehasar Tal (9,000* ), ledmaheshwar (9,000' ),

lanwali (11,000<), Devria (8,500' ), xungnath, to be rich in bird
life and scenic beauty. Actually they turned out to be poor in
bird life (at this time of the year ) - but extraordinary rich in

scenic beauty. Ve saw only 31 species. V/e happened to see Black-
naped Green T/oodpecker which does not figure in the list if Brooks,

Osmaston and Ievkumar.

In 1964 we visited the whole of TirockB area. V© carried the im-
pression that inspite of cutting down, of trees, the surrounding

hills appeared green and conveyed the feeling that we were in a

"after all not a bad Jungle". In 1973 this very crea devastated
that it was as barren as the hills of Taharashtra - to name a

few Avanth-patta, Kalaubai, Eatangadh, Kareshchandragadh.

Only inner, higher ridges and mount-ins v*ere it was impossible

to transport logs by streams, had dense evergreen forests. In

'i?ungnath region v/e had seen terraced fields upto 6,000' in 1964.

j'ow we saw terraced fields upto 9,300' in 1973. Since our route

\/as far away from human habitation (a tiny village after every

25 miles), wo hoped to see 6 number of birds in the dense forests

and r,lps. \ e saw very few birds and conjectured that either the

altitudinal migration had not begun or it was completely over

rnd the birds had reached the plains. Compared to more than a

dozen similar treto in Himalayas, this time the pattern of our

sighting the birds was unusual. In the past we would daily see

nearly a dozen species between 6 a.m. and 8 n.m. end one at least

every half an hour on an average. This time on 15 days "out of "30

we did not see even one bird. On 3 days we saw flocks - Black-

capped Sibias (75 to 80), Soarlet Tiniveta (13 males & 2 females),

Slatyheaded larateets (about 300 in each of the three flocks),

V.hitethroated laughing Tirushee (about l00)--nd no other bird.

The roat of the days two or three birds n day. Ponwali showed e
wild boar, a muskdeer end a Griffon Vulture.

At Gaurikund on the i andakini river, the Plumbeous Redstart who

"maintains Jealously .c^arded feeding territories in winte*,

demonstrating r^gressively ngainet intruders of its own kind

while tolerating other species, e.g. 'nitecapped Redstart and

Forktails etc." seemed to be reconciled to tresspassing by 3

other Plumbeous Redstarts, 2 vrhitecapped Redstarts, 3 Spotted

Forktails, 4 Brown Dippers and 2 v&itebreasted Dippers Just

opposite to Kali Kamliwaaa Xhrramshala where a sulphur hot

'
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spring meets I'endakini waters* Could hot water rnd the resultant
BwarnB of Insects be the reason?

Iongtailed Slbia - "the curious blend of treepie, Drongo and
Fentail Flycatcher" - was seen ct 3,500 ! on the way to Devria"
Tal a place outside the distributional range - both geographi-
cally end altitudim.lly " mentioned in the Hand book* 3ie sane
was the case with vjhitetailed Blue robin (two inner stripes in
the toil, white ) being far west of central Hepnl* Considering
winter pDriod (Oct- 7), both the Slue Magpies v/ere seen in o
higher cltitudinal zone - the Yellowbilled at 9,000* rnd the
Hedbilled at 6,300* . Vfe saw a v-hite Jfegfcall ot 8,500" hunting
insects in a f3yoatcher manner in company with r. V.hitecapped
Redstart at a deserted cowherd settlement (CSHANNI) far away from
a stream. Ihe Fimalsyan '.Whistling Thrush seemed to be partial
to human habitation r,t Hnswar. -!e did not see any rlong a tcrren-
tiel boulder strewn stream 2 miles away in just the opposite hill
with a couple of wooded nullahs and with no human habitation.
YFe saw a pair of large Brown Thrushes at Tfralravghati much cfter
sunset in dimlight, grazing in tree-fringed alp nt 8,000' . The
other birds were Bartailed Cuckoo Dove, HnXous Turtle Dove,
Speckled Wood Pigeon, Velvetfronted Nuthatch* Browncrested~Tit,
Yfoitecollared Blackbird, Stripethroated Yuhina, Yellowbellied
Pantail Flycatcher, Masai and Ttufous-tailed Flycatcher. A party
of seven TC:itecrested laughing Thrushes were climbing up a foot
track noiselessly like a gang of raiders going on c raid* Yellow-
billed birds seem to belong to higher cltitudee compared to Vod-
billed ones, as we saw a YelloblUed Chough at 11,500* nt TAXI
near Panwali and five hours later Q Pedbilled one rt Maggu at
9,000».

tt #»#»
HOTBS ON SCKE BIRDS SEEN IN SOOTH DEVON, ENGIAND

D.A. Stairmand.

For the past two years I have lived and worked "in the lovely
countryside of the southernmost part of Devon - which is in the
West Country of England and -very rightly popular as a holiday
area*

I have Just received my copy of the Newsletter April issue (Vol.
XIV No* 4) and read the poetic, nostalgic - and always thoroughly
enjoyable - Iavkumar's "Blrdwatching in England from an armchair
in India". In the last two lines of that piece he prompts me to
write about some of the birds here. As a base for my notes I shall
touch on some of the birds mentioned by Iavkumar. Readers may

"

observe that one thing I have In common with Iavkumar la a pre-
amble*
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To set the scene a little I would say that ttie grounds compris-

ing my present business and home extend to about three acres

and consist of an hotel, cottage, outbuildings, a large lawn

and some magnificent old trees of which several oak3 and a Copper

Beech are outstanding. We are set in a Coombe (that is a steep-

sided valley) and surrounded by grazing meadows (sheep and cattle)

and some wooded areas

•

I think that I can safely start with January on Iavkumar's calen-

dar. The English i*obin is one of the tamest birds ve have, ^hen

digging u;: ground with a spede in the garden it is quite usual to

havo a Robin following behind taking advantage of any exposed

worms or gi-ubs. Juvenile birds are beautifully specklad and tame

enough to appear in "the kitchen perching on equipment - including

kettles and stoves - if one has neglected to give them their due

ration of cake or bread crambo. At this time of the year adult

robins tend to become worn with the exertions of parenthood but

in late autumn end winter they re-stake their territories and are

resplendent again and this is when the blue to the side of their

wings really sets off the red breast.

We are very lucky to have nesting Tawny Owls in the garden and

this year three juvenile birds have been raised, 'ftey appear in

any one of our three coniferous trees or on the roof-top of our

neighbour's house, vociferously wheezing for food from the adults ^;
- who themselves are fairly quiet during- summer, but winter nights

echo to the female's sharp "Too-whit" and the male's instant long

drawn reply "To-whoo-oo". It is lovely to see these owls sitting

in a branch of a tree looking down at one like a disaproving great-

aunt. For their food there ere voles, mice, shrews etc. in the

garden and I i:ave come across the odd dead blackbird or wood pigeon

and can guess at the hunter.

Charms of goldfinches appear on the lawn or in one of our side

gardens - particularly when groundsel or thistle abounds. I went

on a walk nearby on Christmas day - it was a crisp day full of

sunshine and blue sky and watched some 100 + Goldfinches glaan-

ing food fro* a field. Die sun was behind me and shone fully on

the birds reds and golds and it was a glorious sight.

Ate get our fresh strawberries and raspberries from a charming

young couple who have o few acres of land outside Slapton - some

four miles from here. There was a hoopoe there about two weekB

ago and that bird f s appearanc2 creates great excitement in this

part of the world. How common they were in India - whether waddl-

ing around the sight-seeing spots of Delhi or near the banks of_

glorious rushing rivers in Kashmir. The rareness of a certain

species in ft particular area governs one's excitement to a large

extent. Hero Buzzards are fairly cooaon place but I did not see

one in India - if I had the thrill would have remained with me

for many years.

3
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One of the commonest birds seen on or above the high hedgerows
of our narrow lanes is the Ye llowhammer with all the charm of

buntings of India- Yellowhammers often sing from telegraph posts
and wires and present a charming picture in sunlight.

Winter is a hard time fcr tits and it is then that we put out

nuts for them so that they do not perish in the cold- Then we
could view their comings and goings all day as they cling acro-
batically for food within the wire baskets. Great Tits are the

most handeonevith tfieir black on heads, olive^green backs and

yellow below. Blue Tits are even mere numerous (they were a close
second to the Robin as cur National bird) and are pretty in their
light blue and yellow- Coal Tits are mainly dingy in colour put

have a black cap with a "parting" at the back. (The parting is

really a bleb of v/hite on the nape). Marsh Tits are even drabber
- a black cap but no "parting" but are tiny, cheerful and so

lively and altogether delightful in their own way.

I cannot leave without saying that Common Swallows have success-

fully nested in two cut-houses ond the nestlings heads appear
above the nests on my approach. Soon they will leave their nests

but fly for only short periods tc begin with, f&inly they will be

sitting up among the rafters looking like a clutch of young owls.
This morning a Jay - of the gorgeous blue in the wings - ventured
on a pig stye roof (the shed has been devoid of pigs far many a

"

year) fairly close to one lot of nestling swallows but was dive-"

bombed with absolute ferocity by the adult swallows. It was amus-
ing to see the Jay duck under the Swallows lightning jabs to the

head much as a prize-fighter would do- I added ray weight to the

swallows and the intruder was sent scurrying with half a dozen
swallows in hot pursuit. I am delighted to feed the lovely Jays
- but in winter and en non-living scraps.

When we moved here we painted the outside of the hotel and in the

process existing House Martins nests had to come down. Now - day
by day - some ten House Martins are collecting wet mud and using
their saliva to build afresh. These are lovely birds - cheeky,
glossy blue above and they have a white rump which must make a
good guide line to following birds on their mass migration to
Africa in late Autumn. The other morning on ground below my
Cottage window I thought seme House Martins were having a bad-
tempered fight. I soon saw I was so wrong - they were mating as

I realised when I saw a male covering a female. One male got so
excited that he forgot to fly and instead stomped very handily
legged across the ground to a female who was very innocently
caught by surprise? Or so she made out.

(
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ON BREVITY IN BIRD NAMES AND THE SUB-SPECIES PROBIEM

Kumar D. Ghorpade.

I offer no apology for exhuming this long buried controversy "

which appeared in the I-ewsletter over three years ago- The sub-
ject of brevity in bird names greatly interested me at the time
and has continued to engage my attention ever since. I have there-
fore attempted to give my views on this subject and have tried to
bring common sense and practicality to bear on the problem.

Kr. Gauntlett started off the debate /"Newsletter 10(.10): 6 et seq^7
by remarking in his article on "Birds in a Bengal Garden" that

the name 'Green Tarakeet' should be adopted for what was called
the 'Roseringed Barakeet' since he felt the latter name was 'long-

winded'. At this point I ask whether 'Roseringed' is really very
much longer to say or write than Treen' and since all Indian
parakeets are to some extent meinly green, I question the credi-

bility of this view.

In Mr. Stairmand's reply he rightly pointed cut that 'Green' was
rather vague and that 'Roseringed' was fairly well established

in Indian bird literature. But then he erred when he elaborated
on the name of another bird, Neophron percnopterus . Instead of

directly supplying his views on the name of this species, vari-
ously called "Egyptian Vulture, White Scavenger Vulture, Neophron
and Hiaroah's Chicken", he introduced a new factor into the con-
troversy — that of the sub-species. He explained that the DttJIAN

HANDBOOK calls N.p.percnopterus the Egyptian Vulture and N.p.

ginginianus the Indian Scavenger Vulture. He then suggested that

Kr. Gauntlett probably saw the latter judging the locality but

advocated that the name Neophron be adopted if its races were
to be disregarded.

I personally believe that giving 'common' names to sub-species

is impractical and superfluous since they are arbitrary divi-

sions of species and ere normally indistinguishable in the field.

Ornithology is one of the few branches of zoology "where common

names have had such wide usage especially in semi-pojular end

popular literature. 13ae reason for their introduction was per-

haps to replace the odd-sounding and difficult (not in reality

though) scientific or 'latin' names. So long as such common names

were short and uniformly used, they were of significant value.

But when some of them like 'Himalayan Goldenbocked Threetoed
Woodpecker*, for instance, were proposed cr when a single species

was colled by various names n.a in the example of the Egyptian

Vulture quoted above, their practicality became questionable;

To remedy this, in countries like England, the local ornitho-

logical body formulated standard lists of common names of each

species which were advocated for general u^e - 1° *ne absence of
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such a standard list for Indian birds I nropose that we use, for
the present, the names suggested by Dr. Ripley in his SYNOPSIS.
In this work, Dr. Ripley gives a common name for each species
only and not for every subspecies as in the INDIAN HANDBOOK.
However, there are certain difficulties with some of the cannon
names used In the SYNOPSIS. Some species have been given two
alternative names like 'Black or Pondicherry Vulture' and 'Egyptian
or Scavenger Vulture'. In such cases I propose that the first men-
tioned name be used and the second discarded. Again, there are

some fairly ungainly and 'longwinded' names such as 'Himalayan
Coldenbacked Threetoed Woodpecker 1 and 'little Scalybellied Preen
Woodpecker '• In these cases I suggest either shortening of these
names to three wards or changing them altogether to a more des-
criptive name which does not sound similar to allied species like
' Indian Goldenbacted Threetoed Woodpecker* and 'Sealybe Iliad
Green .codpecker'. But until such amendments are made officially
it would be advisable for everyone using common names of Indian
bird species to rdhere strictly to the names given in the SYNOPSIS
which would 30 a long way in stabilizing such romenclature. Using
this principle, Psittacula krameri should be called 'Hoseringed
larakeet' rnd TTeophron percnopterus '5&yptian Vulture'.

A further suggestion I v/ould lite to mate ia that contributors to
the Newsletter and other scientific publications must

;̂
ive both

the common name as well as the scientific name of every species
at the first mention of these in the article or note. Subsequently
only the common name could be used to refer to it. In any case,
whether common names are used or not, the correct scientific name
of -the bird species should be given in oil contributions. Some
sort of scientific 'discipline' has to be observed if common"names'
are to serve any useful purpose as displacement names for scienti-
fic nomenclature. £ha only solution to controversies such as the
one under discussion would be to adhere strictly to a 'standard
list' whatever one's personal preferences ere. Such an arrangement
would, I believe, be foolproof rnd a workable proposition.

Mr. Oauntlett, in his reply to It. Stairmand, gives very intel-
ligent assessment of the sub-species problem with which I fully
cgree. I was rather surprised, therefore, to find him critical* of
the labours of Ri.D. scholars trying to tackle problems in bird
systematica. This view is voiced by so many people vtoo very evi-
dently have a limited comprehension of, and unsympathetic attitude
to, the science of Taxonomy, that I would have llted to appraise
them of the importance of such systematic work and of the unreason-
abla lack of tenderstanding that non-taxonomista have hitherto shown
in such work. Suffice it far me to point out here that if only one
cared to note that for every change of name that has had to be
advocated (not without sufficient grounds in the majority of cases)
there exist at least 10 times c.s many names which have remained
stable and unaltered, the current disenchantment rilto taxonomic
research would be seen oa largely uncalled-for and unjust* In orni-
thology especially, taxonomic research (both in nomenclature, rnd
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In the classification of the lower taxa) is clmost complete ana
this Is all the more reason why such ellegations have no validity
now.

However, ?!r. Gauntlett goes on to present a very balanced end
practical view of the utility of the subspecies category. He
rightly states — "I think it was unfortunate to use this treat-
ment £_ of giving common names to sub-species in the IiTIAK HANDB00"7
because it obscures the very real difference in texonomic value ~~

between species end sub-species. A species is e biological entity
but a subspecies is not-" It was indeed inexpedient of the EIDIAN
HANDBOOK (rather, of its authors) to 3±ve so much Importance to the
subspecies, especially at r time when the trend is away from an "

exaggerated Importance to this category end towards a new realiza-
tion of the real value of the biological species* It is to create
an awareness of the impracticality of the sub-species category and
thus to negete any harmful concept created by the INDIAN HANDBOOK
among ornithologists in this country that this article is hopefully
submitted

•

The sub-species crtegacy was initially created because slight varia-
tions in colour, size, etc., in different populations of the same "

species distributed over e wide area were utilized by some opportu-
nistic systematists to propose 'new' species rnd clrim authorship
for them. The number of such 'species' crew so rapidly that the

species category ~.s such was in danger of losing its value ard some-
thing had to be done to remedy this. Thus it was that a new infra-
specific category — the sub-species — was created primarily to
absorb these excessive 'species 1 and atill retain the names to the
'credit' .of tiie original puthor but also to designate rnd recognise
certain populations within the species which differed in seme con-
stant narcological character from the rest rnd in eddition occu-
pied c geographical sub-division "of the range of that species. It

was perhaps unfortunate that subspecies were given nomenclatcrial
validity rnd I feel it is precisely because of this one factor that
so much confusion h?s resulted owing to en accumulation of a hcet
of sub-specific nrmes proposed for supposedly distinct populations*

of a single species by taxonomists with a tendency to 'split' species-
It would hove baen better if dubious specific names were synonyndzed

under the vcrlid species name rather than have it retained as a sub-
specific name. A host of specific synonyms Ovhich have no texonomic
standing) under each valid species would have been less troublesome

than to have c number of sub-specific names (vrhich have texonomic
standing).

A species being a biological entity does undergo some ancunt of varia-
tion over various pr.rts of its rrnge a.'ing to climatic, ecological,
genetic rnd ctfcer factors. Accordingly, some populations of ttie wide-
spread species, especially those at the two extreme ends of its range,

cry diverge in tine, quite considerably from each other so much so*as

to be even reproductively incompatible when brought together artifi-

cially for the first time. As rn example, a pen-Himalayan secies

--.

•
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which extends from Kashmir to Aruncchal Iradesh mcy hove very
different looking populations at the two extreme ends of its
ranges. In addition, the intervening population between these
two areas racy show grrdual variation in one or more characters
and link up the two extreme varieties of the species. In such
cases, delimitation of sub-species becomes very difficult snd
inpracticai. In ny opinion the best solution would be not to
recognize ony sub-species at all, but to give r detailed accouvfc
of liie variation of the different populations and their geographic
extent. Probably the most desirable recognition of subspecies
would be in those species whose populations are separated by some
geographical or ecological barriers. Examples would be sub-species
of the same species in southern India and Ceylon in one ease ?nd'
in the Western Ghats :'nd the Himalaya or Assam in another* Again,
only in strictly resident populations of such species could sub-
species be usefully recognized — it is implied here that such
populations have ceased to be in contact with each other nnd there-
fore have started to diverge from each other both internally
(genetically) ond externally (in structure). The ITTDIAN HANDBOOK
by recognizing so many sub-species of certainly questionable
validity has set an unfortunate precedent, which, I hope, will be
partly offset by the views presented in this article*

It is here that the rttention of the reader is drawn to the fact
thrt 1fce~ sub-species generally fulfils no useful purpose besides
unjustifiably exaggerating the fact -that the species is variable
(no wonder since it is a dynamic unit, not a static~one) ond hence
should not be given too much importance in the writings 'of the
field ornithologist, for whom such aspects as the behaviour, nest-
ing, habitat, distribution, ecology, etc* of bird secies as a
whole should be more relevant and useful.

EDITORIAL:

Cnce again Sholapur District has had a poor monsoon. Although this
is an oft repeated feature, little seems to have been done to block
the water courses v/ith small dams to create large ponds, as done
in nearby states where tank irrigation is very prevalent.

Drought-hit refugees fleeing from Sholapur are complaining about "

the unprecedented increase in rat populat ion JMe»luS% menacing pro-
portions. This could have happened only by people themselves pro-
viding the conditions suitable for rats and mice to flourish. Not
only that but most natural enemies of the rats have been killed
or c-ishoused. Ihese predators are mammals, birds and reptiles which
generally live in the natural hollows of old trees or in hollow
spaces below the roots of large trees, nith "iie exception of road-
side trees, which suffer from vehicular noise and polution. Very
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few old trees are left to accommodate the nocturnal predators

which keep down the rat population.

Fortunately, the Bnrn Owl (Tyto alba ) is cblo to nest in man
made buildings- The other owls, all magnificent rat and nice

killers, have not rdapted themselves to nesting in outhouses

and buildings.

In r.ny case the superstitions - ho constitute ihe vast majority

of our people consider r.ll owls -b birds of ill omen and kill »

the birds if (riven a chance, "he same rate is rieted out to

Jackals , rat onakcs - nd r host of creotures -s we dcrnot l^iow

our friends from our foes.

So we T/atch with frustration as year by year s further step is

taken in converting ,*reen woods and fertile lands into dry barren-

ness where on emaciated people will cempeto with rata ?nd cocbroaches-

* - # * :* •*

CORRESPONDENCE

:

)>uring your stay in Bangalore I wish you -.ill visit P.enganithitoo«

This place is hardly 12 Titles from f^rsore. "his Bird Sactuary

rbounds in Spoon-bills, Vtoite-ibis, Cormorants, '>rets end so

many other birds. ,Text time ;Aen you visit Ttongalcre don't forget

to so to ^nganithitoo which I am sure you will like.

C-oprtl F. Uabade.

* * H * :!

S.V. Nilatenta *"

Editor, Newsletter for Birdwatchers

32A, CD. Barfiwala !5arg

Andheri, BCKBAY 400 058.
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THE ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOUR OP THE FJRPIERUMEED SUNBIRD.

Bro. A- Navarro, S.J*

On the 15th of April ona of our students brought to my office a
nest of the Furplerumped Sunbird containing two fresh eggs, from
our neighbour's compound. It is net the first time that the nest
of this little sunbird has been found in this area and often I
have seen the Rirplerumped Sunbird breeding in our school compound.
But I have always admired the selection of materials these Sunbirds
have adapted for the construction of their nests.

The reason; why these little sunb'irds have stayed till today in
this area, that comprises the Cruick-shank Road at present I-aha*-

palika ifarg and Gymkhana Road including the School of Arts com-
pound, Police Offices building, Caraa Hospital, St. Xavier's College
and St. Xavier's High School compounds, la the existftfifte- o£ patches
of garden and mainly a large number and variety of trees and bushes;
certainly the most suitable environment far the Purplerumped Sun-
birds to prosper.

The location where the nest should be attached, the shape and
diversity of materials the Suiiird has used for the building of
the nest are hereditary factors within the birds nature. The
fluctuation of birds pojwlation in certain areas may depend on
many factors.
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Anyhow I have no hesitation In placing the Purplerumped Sunbird
as one of the Common birds of Bombay City along wiUa the Tailor
birdj the Coppersmith and some others? as long as we keep const-
antly trimming our gardens and there is an abundance of trees on
our roads and avenues the lurplerumped Sunbird will remain always
with us*

At a distance the nest of the Jurplerumpod Sunbird looks mere
like a wind blown collection of odds and ends caught together.
The nest is pear shaped in construction- ?he main body is built
with plant fibres and bound together with spiders webs and cob- *

webs; the end of the nest is extended witn loese trails of fibre
with a few leaves and cobwebs. The whole affair is a marvellous
piece of camouflage usually suspended from a creeper or attached
to the end of a thin branch between 5 to 6 metres frcm the ground.

The entrance is always on the upper part with a porch partially
concealing the entrance. The interior is smoothly covered with a
fix© silky material.

Rrnmlning the nest carefully I found that all the material used
to bind the main body of the nest which normally is dene wiik
spider's webs and cobwebs has been substituted by all kinds/ of
thin bits of thread and bits of paper of whitish shade, the edges
of these bits of paper are not tern out straight. We may surmise
that all these materials have been left on the ground for some -.-

time and due to the action of the weather the titbits of paper
and thread have lost their shine end brightness taking on the
appearance of wasted material without definite shape or form.

As the Purplerumped Sunbird is arboreal in its habits and feeds
on nectar and minute insects very rarely will the Sunbird descend *

to the ground.

These two facts, the way how these bits of papers and thread have
been gathered and the purpose why these materials have been select-
ed. i»e. the departure from their sterotyped behaviour constitutes
a remarkable example of adaptation .

Many of the lost (extinct) creatures of bygone years were lost
because they were not able to adapt themselves to the new types
of ecology that suddenly or gradually came upon them.

The nest is the receptacle where the eggs have to be deposited
for the time of the incubation; it is also a security enclosure
for the rearing of the chicks; at the same time it has to give to
the parent birds a large margin of concealnant and security. The"

Purplerumped Sunbird gets ell these safety measures by the addi-
tion of these tit-bits of paper and thread doing what in our days

is known as camouflage. By these means they render their nest

invisible to predators.
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The final conclusion can be that the nest of the lurplerumped
Sunbird without these oddments - true real spider webs - by
replacements or subst itutes , will hot be the nest of the
Jurplerumped Sunbird.

TJNDHUAli NESTING BY BED WATTIED IAPW32TG

V.S. Saxena, Dy. Conservator of Forests, Jaijnir (Rajasthan).

Red Wattled lapwing (Vane lluc indicus , Bcddaert ) is commonly seen
sitting, walking or running on the ground only- It avoids perch-
ing on the bushes or branches of the trees, nor in fact, its feet
are equipped for this. It is most unusual to see this bird sitting
on parapet walls, roofs end buildings-

A pair of Red Wattled lapwing has been arousing my interest since
the 8th June 1972, the first time I saw the couple sitting on the

roof of my garage in Eharatpur. The roof is about 3 metres high
from the ground level and the garage is surrounded by waste lands

and cultivated fields- A small pond of water also exists at a dis-
tance of about 100 metres from the garage.

Vfe had been regularly watching this pair of birds since then and

quite often in the company of the dancing leacock with his harem
of three or four peahen (Pavo C

J_
Jgfcjrtus , Idnn-)- Sometimes they

were also seen with other birds like the Common Ityna (Acrid otheres

tristis , Linn.), Blue Rock Pigeon (Columba livia . Gmslin. ), Ring

Dove (Streptopelia deceocto, Frivaldszky. ), Little Brown Dove

(Streptcpeliq scncpalensia , Idnn.), Indian Robin (Saxicoloides

fulicata« Idnn. J, House Sparrow (Passer dometicus , Linn. J on the

roof.

There seemed to be perfect co-existence and mutual understanding

between these birds, which were all engaged in courtship these

days. However, in the afternoon of 9th July, 1972 wnen"it~was cloudy

and drizzling, we hoard deafening calls of this Bid-he-do-it bird

with intermittent penetrating alarm calls of the Common %na- Yfe

rushed out in the compound to see if soeb Bird of Prey was molest-

ing these sweet little ones. We were surprised to notice that the

familiar leaeock was intruding in the territory of the ladings.
Both the lappings were near the nest and were hitting the peacock

in quick succession at his head and the neck. One of the lapwings

took an aggressive posture by spreading its wings and sitting on

the parapet wall. It stooped to attack the peacock on its eyes.

The pair of the Common tynos was also frantically crying and was

making efforts to drive away the intruder - the peacock. Vte dis-

turbed tho leacock and it flew away.
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This behaviour of birds was unusual arri to satisfy my curiosity."
I managed to clicb up the roof; it had no staircase. To my asto-
nishment, I found a nest made of pebbles of calcareous nodules,
brick pieces, black earthenpot pieces etc. with a diameter of
about 10 cms. It had a little depression in the middle in which
lying four eggs - greyish brown blotched with black spots and
completely merging with the nest and also perfectly camouflaging
with the general surroundings on the roof* Ifcis was the nest of
the Red Wattled leaving. It is unusual to expect the nest of this
bird on the roof for it nests on the ground only.

This sight certainly did explain my Inquisitive no0$ about the
behaviour of the lapwings but why the Pyncs were rescuing the
lapwings exposing themselves to hazards of tho attach of the
agitated Iteacock was still intriguing me. Suddenly, my daughter
reading in 6th class drew my attention towards a hole(lO cms x
6 cms) in the brickwall of the compound. Situated at a height of
about 1 metre from the ground, it contained three eggs and frca
the fourth egg a chick was hatching out with its head and body
being black erd the beak pale yellow. The eggs were dirty white
and heavily blotched -.vith blackish brown spots. The nest was a
bit oval in shape (6 cms x 4 cms) and it was -made of soft grass
and rubbish with nixod lining of hair and silk-like threads.
Having witnessed the behaviour of Kynas, I thought it should be
their nest, I$y the evening, stood corrected; for in this very

'

nest we saw the female of the Indian Hobin incubating the eggs.
It then seemed to he that the joint defence of the lapwings and
the Itynas against the peacocic was only an expression of geed
neighbourliness. I could not locate the nest of the Itynas but I
em sure there must be one nearby.

On the morning of 9th July 1972 at about 9 a.m. I cheeked the
nest of the Indian Robin and observed that one acre egg had
hatched cut. Since the familiar call "Pity-to-do-it", of the
lapwing was not heard, I sent ay servant to see as to what was
the natter. He went up the roof and after o little while rue-
fully submitted that there were no eggs nor were the lapwings
anywhere. It gave ne a rude shock and I hurried up to see the
circumstances for myself. There were no signs of disturbing the
nest and for breakage of any of the eggs; the eggs were certainly
missing. I was only guessing if the eggs hod been pilferrod by
the Crow or had the Iteacock had swallowed them or that the lapwing "

had hereself taken them away in her feet to another place of safetyl

The Indian Robin too, did not have goodluck for after my return" "

from tour on 16th July 1972 I found that both the chicks were miss-
ing, one unhotched egg was lying on the ground and there were no
traces of the fcurth egg.
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It is c comon belief in this tract that if the Titcdi (Red

Tfattled Injwing) l-.ys e^gs on a high ground, it would be a good
rain year and since this nesting was en appreciably high point,
there was the apprehension of floods. 1st us wait and watch I

I had written this matter on the 16th July 1972-nd was hoping to
pass it en to Padmashri Zafar Putehally, Bombay, but somehow or
the other it remained with nc and on account of my transfer, I

packed this in n bexf >{/ neve frcn Hicratpur could not materialise
due to floods of 12th August 1972. Oie fury of floods had surpassed
allnthe previous inundctiens at Hiaratpur for over a century. The
roof of the garage on which the lapwing had laid the eggs, was
surrounded on all sides by the flood waters end even after the
flood waters had receded, the ground around the garage was muddy'
and unfit for nesting for quite sometime. It is difficult to 3ay,
if it was a cere coincidence that the heavy floods in Hiaratpur
had some relation with the nesting of the lapwing ci if it was
an intution in these Birds that they laid the eggs on the high
ground - the rcof of the garage which, of course, was not touched
by the floods.

In aiaratpur, till the end of July 1972, measures were being
planned to combat the problems arisirg out of drought, but I

always, although a little diffidently, tal&ed of getting prepared
for floods. I had this activation only en account cf the observa-
tion of the unusual nesting of the Lapwing. As ill-luck would have
it, the tragedy did bnfall and Haar.?.tpur had suffered heavily 'lue

to these floods, -his shows the desirability to observe these and
similar birds minutely and sec if their peculiar behaviour in a
particular year can give us a forewarning of flood, drought or
some other calamity.

JUNGIE BABBIERS AT PALI HILL, BANDRA, BOMBAY 400 050

Saliin Ali.

I have Just coma upon an old note, dated Pali Hill, Shy 1924 -
when the place was still well-wooded with plenty of birds around.
It reads as follows :

"Cne of a sisterhood of Jungle Babblers (Turdoideg semarvillei )
"

on some unknown provocation, suddenly pounced on and attacired an-
other member, chasing it furiously on the ground in leaps orA bounds
over fallen leaves, stones, a low parapet wall and other obstacles.
Finally they clinched on a branch about 6 feet above nn3 drrpped
perpendicularly to the ground in a tangle, gripping each other firm-
ly with the claws and plying bills viciously. Vhile they were so
engaged I approached them with ny hand to within 6 inches without
attracting notice. On sudden", realisation of ny proximity the
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belligerents disengaged and nude off to a neighbouring tree, ore
still chasing the other. They were joined In the squabble by a
third individual, and after the two principals hod clinched again
and dropped to the ground in a tenet, as before, the interloper
dropped on then like a trick from above, end then there was a
terrific triangular nelee. The squabbling continued thus far 30ns
:xro tine, accompanied not only by the loud shrieks and swearing
of the conbatonts but also by the cheering crrl jeering of the rest
of the sisterhood which crowded round with frowzled pluncge like
excited spectators at wrestling mtch. The combatants disentangled
themselves in a few ninutes end all three rejoined the flock and
resumed hopping about and feeding among the nulch on terns of con—
plete amity! Vnat was this scene?" I am still wondering.

AXL ON ONE THEE

S.V. Kilakanta.

last August' I had to go to Madras. As the train arrived late in
the evening, by the tine I was accommodated in my first floor
bedroom all the diurnal birds had gone to roost and were not
noticeable.

A large banyan tree which was in fruit is situated a few metres
from this house where I stayed. The extreme tips of the branches
on the south side of this tree actually touch the house.

At 4.30 the next morning I was woken up by the musical and plain-
tive notes of two Wood Shrikes (Tephrcdornis pondicerianus ). I went
out on the flat terrace adjoining my room and peered cut in the
dark but could not see theBe birds. There were a number of fire flies
flitting among the branches of the banyan ard adjoining neem tree
and made nc wonder whether the shrikes caught and ate these insects. "

One bird was down in the garden end the other in the tree. They kept
their distance and never interrupted each others song. One bird
would call out from the tree and the other would follcw from the
bush but never the two together. C-his was kept up till daylight.

*Jty attempt to go back to sleep was rudely shaken by a flock of
Keels (Budynamis scolopaceous ; which made their noisy entry crying
even as they winged their way tc the banyan tree. Even a short
flight from one branch to another was accompanied by a character-
istic cry which seemed to rise and fall in unison with their wing
beats. It was not yet 5.00 a.m. and it was elready dawn. This tran-
sition from the Yfcst ccest to the Sast coast never failed to sur-
prise me.
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Soon after this, flocks of House Crows (parvus aplerd«ns )and
Jungle Crows (Ccrvu3 .macrorhynchos ) seeme*d~to take over the whole
tree- Over the tremendous din of these crows the higher pitched "

and penetrating cry of each individual Jungle Crow could be dis-
tinguished if one listened for it-

As I went about getting ready for the day, I was arrested by a
clear musical whistle - I looked up to see a Hill Jtyna (Oraculr,

religiose) proudly holding up a banyan fig in its bill. This
apparently stray flock of Hill Ltynas which I hod been noticing
on and off for many years seems to be dwindling in size. Pew the
Common lfrnas (Acrid othercs tr^tis ) arrived in their dozens end
added to the general cacophony of sounds. So far no bird had fed
on the banyan fign without frequently announcing to the world in
general about the great feast laiu cat fcr them.

The first silent fadero to arrive were the Crimson-breasted 3erbetb
Ubgalaira hnemacGphqla ) which flew in pairs from another banyan
tree a hundred netres sway* I sow at leas+ eighteen birds arriving
on the tree before they disappeared among the foliage. After thit
I could only get occasional gliiqpeea of then picking the f-tf-s of
their choice.

As the sun arose the lower branches of the tree were illuminated
and the Jungle Crave dropped tc the ground to pick up the fallen
and very ripe figs, ?te general ncise also became greatly subdued.
Bven some noisy Hose-ringed Parakeets (Facitqcula krameri ) which
detached themselves fro.:, a flock flying high overhead and which
dived down to the banyan were silent as they carefully cte partly
raw figs- Undeterred by the ffrui* eaters a White -breasted -"'i.-ig-

fisher (Halcyon urcscxoz^i&l cni^ crying to perch on the tip of
one of tie western branches and prcclained to the world that it
had arrived. Other insect eating birds to perch on the branches"
end sail" out after flying prey were the Bee-eaters (l-ferops ori-
entaIts ) and the Black Irongc (picrurus adsinilis ).

From the wide -spread leaf nalch end fallen fruit from this tree
originated tae next link in the food chain comprisfeg of various
warns and insects. Those which wore a few centilitres below the
surface were expercly probed and extracted by Hoopoes (Upupa epops )

and those in the leaf rulch were searched cut and gobbled up by
Vhite-fceaded Babblers (Turdoiden qffinis ).

As the day went on, there was comparative quiet with well satis-
fied birds. In fact most birds except Jungle Crows went away to
search for other varieties of facet. Although there were so cany
fallen fruit Jungle Crews were found hiding some fruit here and
there

.
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The afternoon Silence was shattered by the thrilling cry of a
pair of GoldenH>ackBd Wood -peckers (Pinopium berthalens is ).

These colourful birds searched every tree trunk most assiduously
in their helical ascent.

Ths evening was again marked by a resumption of feeding activity
oefcre the birds flew off to their roosts.

throughout the night on several occasions Spotted Owlets (Athene ^
brama ) called from this tree to their friends in surrounding
trees- No birds were observed nesting in this particular banyan
tree.

SDCTCEIAL:

The Need for a New Conservational Approach in Ted in.

The present measures for the preservation of wildlife in this
country are totally inadequate and to my nind not In keeping
with the context of the Indian scene. Within a few years we
shall see that all our efforts have failed miserably.

The problem has assuired an immense scale ^nd has to be tackled *o
dynamically. In a democracy like ours mere legislation and
Covermrent lepartments cannot succeed in something which is ^^-*
intrinsically mixed up with the lives of millions of peasants *,

faced with poverty and problems of dny to day existence. Only
thoir fullest co-operation can result in the overall saving

of our natural wealth.

The various Forest lEpartmerrcs have nothing to shew other than
gross mismanagenent of the few fcrests which do exist and instead

of increasing plant cover, in all parts of India there has been

a depletion of vegetation. True, a few prestigious sanctuaries

have been maintained, but apart fron these precious little goes

to their credit. The existing forests trust be decln^d Reserve

FarestB, or ot least a large portion of thorn, and these and the

various Santuaries, wildlife, porkp and Rational larks should

be placed under a special organisation on an all India level,

while the forest department should be given the task of develop-

ing new forests, trees, farms, etc. en barren lard, overgrazed

and denuded hills and on ravine lands. Sylviculture, like agri-

culture, must be treated distinct from wildlife and wilderness

promotion.

•* i

-

-
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The fullest endeavrur needs to be made whereby we tie our projects
with water and eftil conservation, hydol power and flcor control."
Programmes being wdried cut at various levels: village^ district, "

state and national, should receive nnxiiaun publicity aired at get-
ting the goodwill and co-operation of the people.

Shikar lows need to be given a second thought and personalised
arrangements in the form of vesting shooting and angling rights
should be introduced on lirrs similar to those enjoyed in U.K.
local people shculu directly benefit :7rom all shikar earnings.

The average Indian is '--ery -*o: .*3 of animal life. It is port of his
tradition and he must be exposed tc the wealth of his natural
heritage by full scale publicity en various mass media, options of
cheap holidays among natural surroundings and subsidised travel
facilities to various sanctuaries «nd wildernesses. Everychild
should be taken to the forests, sea, islands and mountains by
subsidised school tours and deer parks should be set up around
larger towns. It must be never forgotten that the Sorus and the
leafowl are "still with w on accouirt of public sentiments and not
legislation.

K.S. Iavkuoar.

CORRESPONDENCE

:

Bird Watching in Kcsi Floods.

On the morning of 1 1th November, 1973 at 9.00 a.m. I visited by
.boat the inundated fields, the crop of which were devastated by
floods of river Kooi which Is called sorrow of North Bihar. As my
beat proceeded slowly, a grand sight presented before me . A large
flock of Kuddy Sheldrake was seen swimming. I estimated the number
to be not less than 5CO. The birds'arrived only a few days backi
Widgeons, Shovellers, Common Teals, Pochards were also present in
lar^e numbers- Sheir slacking sounc1

. was heard from at least half
a mil£.

As my boat proceeded through submerged rice fields and came near
the flock the birds became a bit nervous but I think they recog-
nise a man with a gun because they allowed my boat to corns nearer
to their flock than any nr>.n with a gun. In the whole flock" only
one Grey-iag gcose was seen. The bird lcc>ed very distinguished
with its large size and reddish bill.
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As I allowed ny boat to com very near the birds, scne of them,
became alert and gave warnir^ signal and separate flocks af
different species flew up and they settled dcwn at scne distance.

Brahniny Kites were flying and locking far food. Connon gulls

"

were also seen and they were quite aware that nobody will dis-
turb then, because their flesh is palatable- Common and Whiskered
Terns were seen and they swooped from the air on the water sur-
face •

Gcdwtts were seen wading in the water. Sons' stilts were also
seen. Connon Sandpipers, little Stints and little ringed plovers
were seen on edge of the water. A ' hite Ibis was aeon picking
3nails and was quite unmindful of cur presence.

As the water teemed with large and snail fishes, there was no
dlrth of large, lesser end small egrets. Ccrnarants were seen
flying above but they rover settled. As the sun was gettii^
hotter, 1 returred at about 11.00 a.m.

Kaceshwar K. Sir^h.

S.V. Nilakanta
Elitar, Newsletter for Birdwatchers
CD. Barfiwaln Ifarg

Aniheri (\7est ), BOMBAY 400 058.
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GREY DRONGO (Dicrurus leucophaeus ) TS B0K3AY AREA.

J.S. Serrao.

The first sightings of the Grey Drongo (Dicrurus leueophacus )

for 1974-75 winter were made separately by Dr. B. lbs Gupta and

myself on 25th October 1974 in the Salsette. The two birds observed

had taken positions in thickly wooded compounds near our respective

homes and were seen sallying after insects. 1973 arrival record

appears to be the earliest for Bombay, when Mr. V.G. Govekar and

myself observed it in the Barivli National lark on 14th October.

But further south, Wolfe Moray reporting from the Nilgiris gave

the arrival dates of the birds for three consecutive years in the

Lovedale neighbourhood ast 15.x.1941. 17.x. 1942 and 25.x. 1943

(J. Bombay nat . Hist . Soc . 45: 90-91 ). No doubt then the Grey

Ifc-ongo puts in its appearance in the Bombay area much earlier in

certain years than hitherto recorded.

The history of the Grey Drongo in the Bombay area may be of interest

to readers. During a short stay in Bombay on his voyage to the

Iaccadives and the West Coast, Allan Octavian Hume, a hundred

years ago, found it to be the commonest bird at Elephanta, Trom-

bay and 'Oaran' (ttran) in January 1875, and collected two females

in the area (Stray Feathers 4: 415, footnote). Huns 'a record

from Trombay however was seemingly overlooked by the Bombay and
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Salsette Bird Survey, and discovery of the bird In our area was
attributed to the late Ifr. E. Henricte (an ex-staffer of the
Bombay Natural History Society), who accidentally collected a
specimen in Bindra on 22.x. 1928, mistaking it far Black Tirongo
(picrurus adsirdlis). Since specimens have been collected in
cur area from 2-arol (l*. Charles HcCann, 4»xii.l934), Vehar (29.
xi.1954) and Bassein (lecember 1934), the latter two by Mr*
Humayun Abdulali-

»

The Grey Drongo is an aggressive little bird, and during the
first few days cf its arrival in our midst it is constantly seen
at loggerheads wi-tii the Black Brongo wherever both chance to meet
each other. Mr. Hymayun Abdulali informs me that the Grey on its
arrival aggressively displaces the Black Drcngo from the letter's
forested territories and forces it into the open. She bird is also
seen vociferously settling accounts with its own kin which intrude
in the feeding territory it has established. In the field one never
fails to notice its underparts which are duller and distinctive;
the tail appears more widely and more deeply forked than the Elack
Brongo's; its ruby red iris distinguishes it, if otherwise in doubt.
Capt. S.A. Butler noticed one in Belgaum on 27.xii.1879 devouring
an Iara (Aegithina tinhia ). holding the prey in it3 clawa, and tear-
ing it to pieces with the bill in hawk-like fashion, removing the
feathers first. But Butler could not vouch the drongo having killed
the iora (Stray Feathers 5* 500). One settled in its winter quar-
ters the bird a3sume3 a very docile end friendly disposition. Often
a birdwatcher intruding in the bird's beat is greeted by its queru-
lous intonation chel chel where-u-going? t uttered perched on a
branch a little way off in front of the birdwatcher. This it keeps
up iffitil the birdwatcher is out of its beat.

Writing of the bird in its home-range, Hr. Biswamoy Biswas records
from Nepal having seen a first year male Grey Drongo (which he
collected and dissected) on 18 June indulging in unusual' aerobatics
before three fledglings of a lecger Racket-tailed ttrongo, huddled
close together on a branch in 35 c morning temperature. The Grey
would engage himself in upward flights, followed by sudden turns,
uttering all the while a harsh cell, and finally returning to the"

same branch on which the Racket-tailfids- v/ere perched, or an adja-"
cent one. Each flight was short r.nd in full view of the tiny spec-
tators. Amidst such aerobatics the Grey would engage himself from
time to time in performing normal insect -hunting sallies. The whole
manoeuvre of the firey appeared inexplicable to the author? seemingly
the bird was in a gay mood and was happily showing off all he knew
about flying to the only spectators he could find, the three baby
Racket-taileds (j. Bombay ngt . Hist . Soc. 60:640).
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ffilEF NOTE ON S(HB OBSERVATION AT IAHTTL & SPIT I, H.P.

K.K. Mahajan & Rath In H&herjee.

We axe fortunate enough to travel In the hi#i Himalayas in

suinmer in the barren uplands of Iehul & Spiti, Himachal R?adesh

far years together.

There are four routes to enter Iahul & Spiti of which two are by

tracking from Rangi Valley of Diet. Chamba by crossing Sach lass

and from Kaurik-^amdhu of Dist. Kinnour. The other two are to
avail either side of Manali-Ieh Road, which is claimed as the

highest mountain road of the world. Anong these the easy app-
roaehable route is from 6anal±, where the road passes througji

the famous Rhotang Pass (13C60 1 )-

ffe started our expedition from Kaza of Spiti Valley, following

the Spiti Nullah reached Losar via Rangrik. Irom Takeha we

followed the river Chandra which is originating from Chandratal,

a natural late near Kunjam Pass (16000' ) and "flowing towards

west. We halted at Ibtul, Chotadhara, Chatru, Gramphu and Khoksar

and entered Iahul Valley where we travelled along the course of

the river.

V.'e moved up to Patsoe, the last human habitation on this'routf

in Iahul Valley, and came down following the river Biaga, which
ultimately unites with the river Chandra and flowing towards
Pattan Valley as Chandra Hiago or Chenab to Jaranu.

Natually we were excited to locate a solitary Grey Wagtail
(Hbtacila cinerea ), the first bird to recognise. She Hoopoe and

Carian Grow were the only birds observed during the continuous
journey far days in this area- '"e collected one Rufcus-breasted
Hedge Sparrow from the field adjacent to P.W.D. Rest House at

Keylong along with a few Redheaded Grey Tits.

Emberiga cia stracheyi. strikingly marked little bunting flocks
were observed on roadside plantations far soil conservation,
and Potato fields on the vicinity of Kelong. Flock of Common Rose

Pinch (Caprodacus erythrlnus roseatus ) were observed in the com-
pound of Keylong camp.

Black Redstart (lhaenicurus ochrurua ) were found on the road-
side, White-capped Redstart (ChaiiraTThernia leucocerhala ) were

the regular friends who met us whenever we go to nearby water

sources.
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\'e were interested to find out a good specimen of the Tfufous-

backed Shrike (iantus schsch ) especially of race tephronotus

which was found at Jespa onwards- June-August months appeared
to be the breeding season of some birds in Iehul Valley such

as the Chiff-chaff (Biyllosc opus collybita sirdianus ) Our

thanks are due to K.L. Meheta, Game 7/arden, II.P. far providing
us four Japanese Nylon Mist^iets. 9

* * * -::

t

A CONVERSATION THROUCffi THE NEWSIETTER (OTTUTCSD.

K.S. Iavkumar.

I understand that a good conversationalist is the one who does

the least talking and most listening- In such an event, this

particular conversation, I am on the wrong side, though I do

hope Mr- S.R. Shah would do a little more talking and when the

Newsletter gets to irevonshire, !r. Stairmand would send in a

belated but rather loquacious rejoinder*

3h the last issue, I had promised to say something more about

choughs and a couple of other species mentioned by Mr. Shah.

Both species of choughs are great masters of the art of flying,

and far them the altitudinal range is certainly not much import-

ant since they can rapidly swoop down n valley to feed on a

grassy meadow as low as 5,000* in the early morning and then

as the ascending sun heats the air, use the thermals up the

mountainside back to reach altitudes at over 12,000* or more.

The Redbilled (hough has longer wings and is e more versatile

flier and a3 such has a greater altitudinal range. Sven so, #
both the Chougis are centered at 12,000' or wore nesting in

beetling crags often over glaciers p.nd enc/fields. Of the two

the YellowbiUed Chough is however a bird tf greater altitudes. ,

having a higher lower range and a corrispcadingly higher upper

range, rountaineers ' campe at great altitudes are mare likely

to be visited by the yellowbilled species. This I euspeot is

entirely on account of the differences in feeding habits. The bi

bill structures of the two species clearly suggest a mare catholic'

diet for the yellowbilled bird. Qxe Redbilled Chough has a slender,

long, sli^itly downcurved bill which is used far probing into soft

turf and this species obviously feeds largely on grubs and insect

larvae. The Yellowbillsd Chou#i feeds on scraps left over from

human campsites. At Vasudhara above Badrinath I have spent wonder-

ful moments feeding a flock of Yellowbills on pellets of daugi.

The Redbills wcuH often fly past, but they never came near or

showed any interest in the feeding going on.
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The nention of the Elacknaped Green Woodpecker by jfr. Shah needs
clarification where I was concerned. I have been particularly
bad at Green Woodpeckers in general and I em quite certain I
cannot identify the various species with certainty even today.
In fact, I find in the Synopsis four species of Green r'oodpecksrs

.

I would likB to satisfy luysel? by seeing 'thenfall carefully,
fihile I am on the subject of woodpeckers, I might mention having
seen the Himalayan Great' Slaty Woodpecker Q-hHerpicus pulveru-
lentus ) in Simlr. whereas, it is said to be found wast upto the
UP Himalayas. Actually this is the only time I ear' the bird nnd
I watched it to my heart's content. Its large size, grey colour
and very distinctive red moustachal stripes are etched clearly
in my memory these so many years. The bird was feeding on rnts
at the base of ar. oak tree among mixed broadleaved forest of
Rhododendron arbareum and oak. Actually, for -the very large size
of our country, very little field work has been done and there "is
no reason why species may not be found over larger areas. Simi-
larly, we have noted the Blackfaced Flycetcher—"arblar in the
I-fendakini value of western Ghorwal while the Synopsis gives its
range as Nepal east through Assam, etc. etc.

Coming to the matter of subspecies, the best example of how sub-
species were first perpetuated, can be seen clearly in the case"
of the 7-hite V.'agtnil (Hotacilia alba ) rnd the Yellow Wagtail (K.
flava). In the winter quarters in India we hove six subspecies
of the former and six subspecies of the latter. Er.ch subspecies
with a very distinctive colour pattern in full nuptial dress
which in the original treatises, when specimens rust have arrived
from differing locations as vaBt as the landmass of Eurasia,
must have appeared as very distinct species to be sorted out and
related only later as more knowledge of the species over the
entire vast range became clearer. The species then became relegat-
ed to tho subspecific level. In fact, so very distinctive are the
various races in these two species, that they can be toldapart
clearly in the field and far a layman, it becomes a matter of
wonder why they ore not different species in the first instance.
In the seme way, I might site the example of the subspecies of
the Gujarat Vhitecheeked Bulbul (Pycnonotus leucogenys laucotis )

end tho Himalayan P.I. leuccftonys . rothlng could be mare dis-
similar and er.rlior authors thought them to be two distinct
species while now they rro but two subspecies. Separate Englirh
names for such subspecific farms seen quite in order. *nd what "

of the two subspecies of the totally dlssiMlrr Blackheaded Bul-
buls (P . melanicterus f_laviventris ) of the Central and Eastern
Himalayas and ^.m. gularis) of South Indian hills and plateaux?
How have the taxonomists decided to lump them together as sub-
species when far all obvious reasons they can be claimed as two
seprxate species. This little discourse wMl show that the work
of the taxonomists is quite beyond the ken of us laymen. Ofcourse
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far all the much vaunted claim of the reasonableness of
scientists, these savants have been known to take every
extreme positions and good friends have failed apart and
attacked each other on account of stands taken in matters
which later have proved both wrong I Its best that we keep
out of such weighty arguments. To conclude, I' am still await-
ing clarifications far considering the Greenbacked Tit (Parus
monticolus ) a separate species thougji it resembles the Great
Titmouse of Itevon of f-fenali while the totally dieimilar Grey
Tit (P. major stupae ) of Junagadh is a subspecies of the British
bird- Editor please help to clear this confusion.

BIRT6 S3HT IB JHAlAWAR DDE3KG 21ST TO 28TH FEBRUARY 1974.

N.K. Bajjpai.

T approached the pond Godown-ki-tfalal one evening with my son
f

nejhew and niece which was our party throughout my stay at
Jhalawar. V.'e found 4 White "agtails approaching to receive us
and then getting away perching and wagging their tails.

Godown-ki-Talai had Cattle Eferet, Paddy bird, Blackwinged Stilt
associated with Common Sandpiper and Idttle Stint. The Paddy
bird is nearly always seen in any pond whatever the situation
of the pond may be though it is not found in abundant numbers.

apparently Idttle Stint seems to be miniature Sandpiper. Fore
than once I could find two stints fighting like trained partridges
Tituri were found singly end in pairs at several baftkB. Lots of
Blue Rock Pigeons were also seen near water. A Pied Kingfisher,
flying over water keeping itself stationary far about a minute
or so at about 10 metre height and then diving into the water
and emerging with a fish," was also seen. These were the only
birds seen near GcdanHei-Talai.

In my garden when I was with my y&rty far most of the mornings
and evenings I found several birds on my flowering pomegranate"
tree. A tailor bird coming quietly and searching among the foli-
age and occasionally hiding was seen. By coming closer to the
tree I concluded that the bird was a "hite-«ye and not the Tailor
bird. Normally it appeared alone but sometimes in a pair, but
once I found a flock of about 10 birds. The iurple Suibird was
seen at about 50 metres while 1$ suddenly flew towards the pome-
granate tree and sucking the nectar of flowers while inverting
itself. Its deep violet colour rnd red colour of the flower con-
trasted beautifully giving a pleasant view to the watchers from
only about 5 metres.
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House Sparrows, Redvented Iulbul, House r.tyna, Brahminy Sfyna,

Common Babblers, Iterakeets were the other visitors to my pome-
granate tree.

One fine afternoon when I was with my son for birdwatching, I
found one Shikre fighting with a Bariah Kite. The pariah kite
flew on unperturbed and reacted only when the shikra approached
very close to it in the course of the attack from above. None
were harmed at ?.U though this exciting display was for about
15 minutes- The Shikra after spotting a prey left the Kite and
followed its quarry shiftly. In the nearby forest we found Collared
Bushchats - males and females both, ifelea fly upto about 15 metres
from the ground and then descend vertically lite loose stones
quickly reopen t."etr wings and take a turn just above the ground.
Pied Eushchats were also seen*

One bird sitting on a branch of a neem tree was found undisturbed
when watched for about half an hour. It was of the size of a bul-
bul and greyish black like an Indian Robin. Kinute observations
suggested that the portion abovo neck was dull yellow, the tall
was squared and dark brown while the rest of the body was spotted
everywhere except for its neck and tail. From Its bill and other
characters it should be some Thrush. Editor may suggest the naze
of the bird to oblige me.

Other birds seen during the last week of February may be listed
as :-

Black "Trongo Hoopoe Indian Robin
Indian Pipit Bluetailed Bee- Spotted ?)ove

eater

•

Grey Partridge Tree Pie Orey Tit

Watch the birds and you are likely to see a new bird everyday.
Birds which have got pleasant structures, colours, calls seem to"
be very happy in Jhalawar (Rajeethan) liking the semi-desert con-
ditions.

Children find the Orey r'agtail much more beautiful than the Vfoite

Wagtail. It is recognised by its pleasant yellow colour but yet

it is called grey wagtail and not the yellow wagtail.

Due to some assignment I left my party at one place and on my way
to Khandrya Talab I found a fifegple Robin with a wonderful flight.

To my surprise the party rrembers told eb how they also found Magpie
Robin on their way the sane day.
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I promised to shew a Kingfisher to my son on a particular date
and time and I did it. I got much satisfaction in showing a
tihitebreasted Kingfisher sitting on a branch of a neem tree
eating some type of snail- Rufousbacked Shrike, Yellowbacked
Suribird and Goldmantlsd CJiloropeis were among the pretty birds
seen at Jhalawar but nothing mere beautiful than an Indian
Courser- hfy brother was riding the motor cycle 2nd we were being
no c!ore interested in birdwatching being late and riding throu^i
a kachha road but we had to stop when the courser was walking
lite a Redwattled Iepvit^ in the field. I was really sorry far
not having the camera that time. •

Y&ile returning from Jhalawar during my 3 weeks ' stay I was
watching the birds from the window of the bus and feeling as
if I was leaving for a barren place where there would be no
mere birds. Vy last sight was of Cormorants flying and ^tting
farther and farther away.

EDITORIAL ;

The most favourable bird watching season is now here. Although
the maximum nest building and breeding activity of local bird3

coincides with the monsoon, the birdwatcher is physically ham-
pered by the weather- !i>reover, an abundance of foliage and

undergrowth prevents the sighting of birds which have become

doubly cautious during the nesting period.

All this is changed now- Vast areas can be scanned at once by
naked eye or field glasses and with rewarding results. Flocks

of winter visitors free from domestic cares can be seen feeding
unconcernedly in the sunshine.

There was a peculiar news item in the papers to the effect that

although the Hungarian Prima tUnister (jeno Pock) and his aides

were on a visit to this country, the usual bird migrants from
Hungary had all gone to "Igypt instead of coming here

.

It is quite logical that the great majority of birds from Hungary

go due South to the African continent provided the feeding con-

ditions are suitable at their winter quarters. Tt is however

quite another matter to state, without making ringing and recovery

operations, that birds which traditionally migrate to India have

gone to Sgypt.
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CORRESPONDENCE:

A Queer Display erf the Tailor Bird

.

On the 16th or 1Tfch of August, in the afternoon at about 1.30 p.m.

or so, I heard soma persistent twittering of a Tailor Bird (Ortho-

tonus autorius ). On going out to instigate, I saw perched on a

branch -rf a mango tree in front of our house, what appeared to be

a male, (it had an arangeish csp on the head). I mi^it mention

here that my flat is a terrace flat.^r standing on the terrace

the bird was viewed at eye-level. Anyway, to continue - he was

fluttering at great speed without moving much and throwing back

his head, he twittered all the while almost without a pause. The

female was on the opposite branch also fluttering her wings but

was not at all vocal. The male now started a slow hopping advance

towards the end of the branch. As he cams to a position alioost

opposite the female, he suddenly rose upright into the air, In a

vertical stance all the while fluttering his wings. He seemed to

be hanging in midair for a second, then he slowly moved towards

the female in rapidly vibrating wings, keeping up his twittering

and his vertical position all the while. As he neared her, the

female took off and the pair dived downwards out of view. An

interested spectator, apart from myself, was a male Bjrple Sun-

birdJ Ke had been perched on a branch just above the courting

pair, and so engrossed was he in their courtship that he did not

fly off when I cams to stand near the parapet of the terrace.

It was only when the others flew off that he too decided to

leave! 3ie whole display took about 2 or 3 minutes.

(Mbs) ttrmilla Oiatterjee.

# * *

5.V. Nilakanta
Editor, Newsletter for Birdwatchers

CD. Borfiwala fcferg

Andheri (West), BOMBAY 400 058.
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